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1. Introduction
Wastewater infrastructure in the United States has been in dire need of improvement for
quite a while. It was estimated that wastewater treatment systems would need about $57.2 billion
to maintain acceptable levels of treatment in the coming years (Christen, 2003). This is just for
maintaining the treatment systems in place, without any room for improvement, and it only
accounts for about 31.6% of the total waster infrastructure need in this area (Christen, 2003). In
fact, without sufficient upgrades, water quality gains achieved through the passing of the Clean
Water and Safe Drinking Water acts could be lost (Christen, 2003). More recently in 2013, the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) estimated that if the current trend continues in which
only partial funding is provided by the federal government to address the problem, the funding gap
of both wastewater and water infrastructure is expected to reach $84 billion (67% of total need) by
2020, and $144 billion (73% of total need) by 2040 (ASCE, 2013). Because of this funding gap,
wastewater treatment plants have to be able to address many of the shortcomings themselves.
Therefore, wastewater treatment plants have to be able to perform more efficient treatment with
less investment.
Currently, many wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) use the conventional activated
sludge (CAS) process to treat their wastewater, with roughly 74% of the United States population
being served by these plants (Pabi, Amarnath, Goldstein, and Reekie, 2013). This process has been
around for over a century. Developed by Edward Ardern and William Lockett in 1914 (Ardern
and Lockett, 1914a; Ardern and Lockett, 1914b; Ardern and Lockett, 1915), the process allows for
biological treatment of waste. This process makes up the secondary treatment part of the
conventional wastewater treatment process. The following is a summary of the wastewater
treatment process as summarized from (Hammer and Hammer, 2012). In this process, which is
depicted in Figure 1-1, water comes in as raw wastewater. This water must undergo preliminary
treatment, where large solids and grit are removed. Next, the wastewater undergoes primary
treatment, where wastewater is allowed to settle in a large clarifier, referred to as a primary
clarifier. Here, solids in the water settle to the bottom, while scum floats to the top. Next, the
conventional activated sludge process officially begins. The clarified water, now referred to as
primary effluent, enters an aeration basin, where the wastewater undergoes secondary treatment.
The water in this basin is aerated to provide the microorganisms with oxygen. Here,
microorganisms grow and form flocculated organic colloids and consume nutrients in the
wastewater. These microorganisms are referred to as activated sludge, hence the name CAS. The
nutrients that the microorganisms consume are the constituents that engineers seek to remove. In
the conventional process, the goal is to remove biological oxygen demand (BOD), which is the
sum of organic material in the water. After secondary treatment, the water enters a secondary
clarifier, where the grown biomass can then be settled and removed from the wastewater. After
settling, the water is disinfected and released to a receiving water body (Hammer and Hammer,
2012).
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Figure 1-1: The wastewater treatment process steps with the conventional activated sludge
process highlighted
While the conventional activated sludge process is a proven method, it may not be
sufficient for all applications in today’s changing world. Both biological oxygen demand and
ammonia removal are important to the operation of a wastewater treatment plant. The removal of
biological oxygen demand is important because it prevents large amounts of bacteria from feeding
off of this BOD in a water body. Additionally, excessive ammonia also allows bacteria to oxidize
the material and use it for further biomass growth. While older treatment systems targeted the
removal of BOD alone, modern goals include nitrogen and phosphorus removal in an attempt to
prevent eutrophication and deterioration of receiving water bodies (Pell and Wörman, 2008). This
eutrophication can lead to large amounts of microorganisms to consume all of the dissolved
oxygen in the water and kill the fish. One potential improvement to the conventional activated
sludge process is to add biofilms to intensify the process overall and promote specialized treatment.
Biofilms have the potential to form specialized relationships based on metabolic reactions
(Subashchandrabose, Ramakrishnan, Megharaj, Venkateswarlu, and Naidu, 2011), meaning that
one species of microorganisms is capable of processing the products of another, creating a chain
of organics removal. Biofilm-based systems can also improve existing treatment by offering
flexible procedures, smaller space demand, lower hydraulic retention time, increased resilience to
changes in the environment, higher biomass retaining period, high active biomass concentration,
as well as lower sludge production (Wang, Parajuli, Sivalingam, and Bakke, 2019).
A biofilm is an aggregation of microorganisms and their extracellular polymers (Rittmann
and McCarty, 2001b). Biofilms can either be attached to a solid surface or self-encased as a floc
or aggregated cells. In this thesis, we will focus on biofilms that form on solid surfaces. Biofilm
goes through four main states of development, as illustrated by (Dirchx, 2013) (Figure 1-2). First,
planktonic bacteria come into contact with a solid surface. They attach themselves to the surface.
Once bacteria are present and attached to a surface, they begin to excrete extracellular polymeric
substances (EPS). This EPS is composed of multipurpose polymers that help the biofilm’s
structure and function (Staudt, Horn, Hempel, and Neu, 2004). This EPS has an effect on both the
biofilm and the macroenvironment around the biofilm (Staudt et al., 2004). The bacteria will then
continue excreting EPS, as well as dividing and proliferating. The biofilm will continue to grow
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until it reaches maturation. Once matured, the biofilm will reach a critical point where the bacteria
in the biofilm can no longer withstand the exterior forces present on the biofilm, such as liquid
shear, and some bacteria will begin to detach. Bacteria will once again become planktonic in the
bulk liquid unless they attach themselves somewhere else. The cycle will repeat and more biofilms
form. The original biofilm will also continue to grow.

Figure 1-2: A schematic of biofilm formation from attachment to detachment. Retrieved from
(Dirchx, 2013).
In recent decades, the moving bed biofilm reactor (MBBR) has been established as a robust
method of using biofilm to treat wastewater. This is a retrofit solution that allows media to be
added to existing processes to modify the process. In addition to intensifying the process overall,
they can provide diversified treatment, allowing for the removal of different substrates. It also
combines suspended processes with biofilm processes. Biofilms have been found to more efficient
at removing chemical oxygen demand (COD), nitrogen, and phosphates (Naz, Seher, Perveen,
Saroj, and Ahmed, 2015). MBBR systems involve placing small plastic media into a reactor, such
as an existing aeration basin, to take advantage of bacteria’s desire to form biofilm. The media are
designed to have high surface area to volume ratios to promote maximum biofilm formation. The
biofilm then treats the wastewater by removing BOD, among other contaminants present in
wastewater (Phillips, Steichen, and Johnson, 2010). This media can be readily adapted to the
conventional activated sludge processes by retrofitting the existing infrastructure. MBBRs have
been shown to allow for BOD removal, nitrification, and denitrification to occur by utilizing
different reactors within a treatment scheme (McQuarrie and Maxwell, 2003). The system can also
allow for operational control, in terms of what treatment occurs (Steichen et al., 2009).
Additionally, MBBR technology retains its biomass better than suspended-based systems, making
them more resistant to wet-weather events that could potentially wash out bacteria (Phillips et al.,
2010). The HRT can also be lowered as a result of decoupling biomass from the water which
carries it (Javid, Hassani, Ghanbari, and Yaghmaeian, 2013). Converting old treatment plants from
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CAS-based to MBBR-based could allow plants to increase their treatment capacity and diversify
their treatment capabilities (Mannina and Viviani, 2009; Falletti and Conte, 2007).
The plastic media for use in a moving bed biofilm reactor has been improved upon for over
a generation now, with the technology being implemented in facilities since the 1990s (Phillips et
al., 2010). It has proven to be a robust technology for effective treatment of wastewater. However,
we propose that there are some ways in which the technology could be improved upon further. The
plastic media that is typically used in a moving bed biofilm reactor is often produced via plastic
extrusion methods. The plastic extrusion process, which will be explained in more detail in Section
3, limits the design of media to a two-dimensional cross-section. This prevents the utilization of a
third dimension for designing more complicated but possibly more efficient designs. These twodimensional designs target maximizing surface area, but not all of the surface area that is present
on the carriers is ideal. As seen in Figure 1-3, these carriers contain surface on both the inside and
outside. Only the biofilm that forms on the inside of the carrier will be protected from abrasive
forces,
limiting
the
a)
b)
amount
of
effective
surface area. Biofilm that
does form on these
surfaces will likely slough
off. While this can also
act to remove older
biomass, it does so in an
uncontrolled
manner.
10 mm
1 mm
Additionally, the carriers
themselves, which will
Figure 1-3: Example moving bed biofilm reactor media,
collide frequently during
Kaldnes K1
operation, will incur
abrasive forces, which have the potential to damage the carriers.
In this thesis, we explore the idea of using additive manufacturing to 3D print architected
biofilm carriers to promote a better platform for biofilm growth than conventional methods. We
hope to explore the role of architecture, rather than surface area, in optimizing biofilm. 3D printing
allows for a much more open design space than allowed by conventional manufacturing methods.
Due to advances in the field in recent years, more complicated architectures can be designed and
constructed. This makes it possible to experiment with new designs of biofilm carriers that were
not previously possible. It is our hope that we can develop new architectures that are better suited
to growing biofilm than conventional carriers. In this work, various architectures were explored to
see which are better suited for growing biofilm. Additionally, the treatment performance of this
biofilm was also assessed. Variables such as strut size, strut configuration (topology), and strut
density (unit cell density) were explored. These architectures are compared with an equal volume
of conventional carriers subjected to the same conditions. With the added design freedom allowed
by 3D printing, design can be focused on optimizing a biofilm carrier for its purpose of improving
treatment efficacy and maximizing biofilm. Therefore, the architecture of a biofilm carrier was
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explored using 3D printing for the purpose of optimizing the biofilm for treatment goals as well
as biofilm structure.
1.1 Objectives and Hypotheses
•

•

Hypothesis 1. Different architectures will yield different biofilm structures to form on
different 3D-printed architected biofilm carriers.
o Objective 1a. Qualitatively assess biofilm formation patterns on various
architectures using visual microscopy.
o Objective 1b. Quantify biofilm volume that forms on 3D printed architectures by
using microCT technology to assess biofilm volume patterns quantitatively and
visually.
Hypothesis 2. 3D printing can be used to develop architected biofilm carriers that can
achieve a biofilm that yields better removal of ammonia and COD for use in a wastewater
treatment setting. Additionally, the communities of bacteria that form on these carriers can
achieve enhanced biofilm performance beyond those of conventional, non-architected
carriers.
o Objective 2a. Conduct a flow-through study to demonstrate the ability of the 3D
printed architectures to remove both COD and ammonia and compare this removal
to the conventional carriers.
o Objective 2b. Conduct a batch study to assess the biofilm performance on each of
the biofilm carriers, both conventional and 3D printed, and compare them.
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2. Factors Affecting Biofilms in a Wastewater Treatment Setting
Biofilms have the potential to improve wastewater treatment. The idea of using biofilms in
wastewater treatment is not inherently new, and it actually predates the conventional activated
sludge process. Trickling filters were discovered and installed municipally starting in 1910
(Hammer and Hammer, 2012). The process involves running wastewater over inert media, such as
rocks, to promote biofilm to grow and treat the water. It is an easy to operate system but can lead
to large sludge generation and clogging (Sehar and Naz, 2016). Several other biofilm-based
treatment systems have since evolved. Another process is the rotating biological contactor. This
process involves a large disc that is partially submerged in wastewater. The disc rotates into and
out of the wastewater, providing both media exposure and aeration. The system offers reduced life
cycle costs, less sludge production, less space requirement, ease of operation, and high process
stability, but can be difficult to adapt to different environmental and influent conditions (Sehar and
Naz, 2016). The process can also be optimized by increasing both rotation speed (SzulyzykCieplak, Tarnogorska, and Lenik, 2018) and contact time (Szulyzyk-Cieplak et al., 2018; Rana,
Gupta, and Rana, 2017). Finally, and more recently, another method of biofilm-based treatment is
the moving bed biofilm reactor.
In recent decades, the moving bed biofilm reactor (MBBR) has been established as a robust
method of using biofilm to treat wastewater, with growth in popularity of the technology since the
1990s (Phillips, Steichen, and Johnson, 2010). This is a retrofit solution that allows media to be
added to existing processes to modify the process. In addition to intensifying the process overall
(Phillips et al., 2010), they can provide diversified treatment, allowing for the removal of different
substrates. Biofilms have been found to more efficient at removing chemical oxygen demand
(COD), nitrogen, and phosphates (Naz et al., 2015). MBBR systems involve placing small plastic
media into a reactor, such as an existing aeration basin, to take advantage of bacteria’s desire to
form biofilm. The media are designed to have high surface area to volume ratios to promote
maximum biofilm formation (Ødegaard, Rusten, and Westrum, 1994). The biofilm then treats the
wastewater by removing BOD, among other contaminants present in wastewater (Phillips et al.,
2010). This media can be readily adapted to the conventional activated sludge processes by
retrofitting the existing infrastructure. MBBRs have been shown to allow for BOD removal,
nitrification, and denitrification to occur by utilizing different reactors within a treatment scheme
(McQuarrie and Maxwell, 2003). The system can also allow for operational control, in terms of
what treatment occurs (Steichen et al., 2009). Additionally, MBBR technology retains its biomass
better than suspended-based systems, making them more resistant to wet-weather events that could
potentially wash out bacteria (Phillips et al., 2010). The HRT can also be lowered as a result of
decoupling biomass from the water which carries it (Javid et al., 2013). Converting old treatment
plants from CAS-based to MBBR-based could allow plants to increase their treatment capacity
and diversify their treatment capabilities (Mannina and Viviani, 2009; Falletti and Conte, 2007).
The biofilm that forms on these carriers is composed of bacteria. Most bacteria present in
a wastewater treatment setting are mesophilic, meaning they prefer temperatures of 10-45° C
(Rittmann and McCarty, 2001a). These bacteria also thrive best when the pH is neutral
(Mladenovic, Muruzovic, and Comic, 2017; Rittmann and McCarty, 2001a; Sehar and Naz, 2016).
Two common contaminants that have to be removed from wastewater influent are biological
and/or chemical oxygen demand (BOD/COD) and ammonia. The ratio of carbon to nitrogen
(COD/N) has a direct effect on the types of bacteria that can form within a biofilm. High COD/N
ratios lead to more competition between heterotrophic bacteria and autotrophic ammonia oxidizing
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bacteria (AOB) (Bassin et al., 2015). Despite this competition, operating at a high COD/N ratio
initially may be conducive to the success of autotrophic bacteria in the long term. Heterotrophic
bacteria excrete more EPS than autotrophs, and therefore form biofilms faster. By starting with
these heterotrophic bacteria, then removing the carbon source by lowering the COD/N ratio,
autotrophic bacteria can colonize the biofilm and offer better ammonia removal than if the system
had been without carbon all along (Bassin, Kleerebezem, Rosado, van Loosdrecht, and Dezotti,
2012). Additionally, the hydraulic retention time seems to play a larger role in ammonia removal,
with longer HRTs leading to more nitrification, than in BOD and COD removal (Hamoda and AlSharekh, 2000).
2.1 Design Considerations of Biofilm-Based Wastewater Treatment
Biofilm-based systems are a potential enhancement to the conventional activated sludge
process. However, because they utilize biofilms rather than suspended biomass, the design
considerations are a bit different. Carriers have to be designed such that they promote attachment
of biomass to the surface of the carrier. The specific surface area, a, is a measure of how much
surface area per unit volume is provided by a carrier. When multiplied by the total volume of the
reactor, the biofilm surface area is obtained (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001b). Increasing the surface
area of the biofilm provides the biofilm with more access to the bulk liquid, allowing the bacteria
at the biofilm’s surface to conduct treatment. Another factor affecting the performance of biofilms
is the thickness (Lf) and density (Xf) of the biofilm. When multiplied together, these values give
the biomass per area of biofilm (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001b). These are important because
thicker and denser biofilms are more susceptible to becoming mass transport limited as diffusion
is diminished.
Another important design consideration is the amount of oxygen that is provided to the
biofilm. Heterotrophs and ammonia oxidizing bacteria are aerobic organisms and therefore need
oxygen in order to process and remove ammonia and BOD. The oxygen must not be the limiting
reagent in the microorganisms’ metabolism, otherwise biodegradation rates will slow, leading to
poor sludge settling and odors (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001e). Therefore, it is important to ensure
that oxygen is always provided in excess to the wastewater. The rate flux of oxygen to the liquid
is rate-limiting compared to that of the gas to the gas-liquid interface (Rittmann and McCarty,
2001e). Efficient transferring mechanisms are important to ensure that the oxygen is able to get to
the water and not simply pass through and re-enter the atmosphere. Fine bubble diffusion leads to
better transfer efficiency than course bubble diffusers (Schlegel and Koeser, 2007). However, the
course bubbles are better for preventing clogging of the system, as they make for better mixers.
(Schlegel and Koeser, 2007).
Another design consideration is the solids retention time (SRT) to be employed. The SRT
needs to be sufficiently long such that bacteria in the biofilm can grow and conduct required
removal of COD and ammonia. If assuming a steady state biofilm, in which the growth and decay
rate over the whole biofilm is, on average, equal, the SRT is simply the inverse of the detachment
rate of the bacteria (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001b). This means that if the detachment rate of
bacteria from the biofilm is to be increased, the SRT will become shorter. This detachment rate of
bacteria, b’, is positively related to the shear stress present within the bulk liquid (Rittmann and
McCarty, 2001b), meaning that more shear will lead to more detachment and subsequently, a
shorter SRT.
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Shear is important to control because it can have a direct effect on the performance and
characteristics of the biofilm. Shear will always cause some bacteria to be removed from a biofilm.
However, constant shear can lead to a smooth biofilm that is both thinner and denser, while
inconsistent shear can lead to uneven, thick, and less dense growth that is then sloughed away in
the presence of shear. (Yang, Cheng, Li, Sun, and Huang, 2019; Ai et al., 2016). Additionally, the
shear has an effect on the roughness of the biofilm itself, with smoother biofilms forming under
high shear conditions and rougher biofilms forming under low shear conditions (Cowle et al.,
2019).
2.2 Carrier Consideration and their Effects on Performance
2.2.1 Biofilm Thickness
Biofilm thickness also seems to play a role in how biofilms are affected. Novel Z-carriers
have been invented that for the ability to select for biofilm thickness. These carriers have grid-like
indentations that allow biofilm to form within them. The walls of these grids are a fixed height,
such that the biofilm that forms within the grids is protected from abrasion. These carriers allowed
for the effect of biofilm thickness on the biofilm itself to be studied. It has been found that thicker
biofilms allow for higher specific biotransformation rate constants (Toressi et al., 2016), as well
as having higher richness and evenness (Suarez et al., 2019). It was also found that thinner biofilms
seem to be better suited for nitrification (Toressi et al., 2016; Suarez et al., 2019). Finally, different
thicknesses led biofilms with different compositions of species, suggesting a preference for either
thick or thin biofilm (Suarez et al., 2019).
2.2.2 Material Properties’ Effects on Biofilm Development
The material chosen for use in a biofilm-based reactor has been shown to influence the
biofilm that ultimately forms on the carrier. This effect is in addition to whatever effects the local
environment is also having on the biofilm. Therefore, it is important that the design engineer
understands how the chosen carrier might influence the biofilm that later develops on the carrier.
Having carrier materials does seem to improve removal characteristics compared with having no
carrier materials. This was demonstrated in a study by (Li, Li, Lee, Mok, and Hao, 2019), where
nitrogen removal in a reactor packed with luffa sponge, polyurethane foam, or nothing, was 78%,
71%, and 62%, respectively. In another study by (Naz et al., 2015), it was demonstrated that using
stone media as a carrier, as opposed to no carrier, improved removal of BOD, COD, nitrites,
nitrates, and phosphates. However, lower sulfate removal was seen. Many carriers chosen for
bacteria development are plastic based. Specifically, polypropylene seems to promote the best
biofilm development in several studies conducted (Felfoldi et al., 2015; Sonwani, Swain, Giri,
Singh, and Rai, 2019; Jurecska et al., 2012). In a study targeting limiting biofilm growth, it seems
that titanium and titanium-alloy seemed to not allow biofilm growth, while steel did (Kim, Kim,
and Hwang, 2012). Sections 2.3 and 2.4 will outline in more detail some of the properties and
characteristics of materials and their surfaces that influence biofilm adhesion.
2.2.3 Surface Characteristics’ Effects on Biofilm Development
In addition to material, the surface properties of the material also have an effect on the
biofilm that forms. Surface properties become very important to bacteria during the initial adhesion
stages of biofilm formation. One of the most important surface properties is how rough the surface
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of attachment is. Bacteria seem to adhere better to rougher, sand-blasted surfaces than smooth
surfaces (24-34 µm) (Cox et al., 2017). Smooth surfaces, such as those polished with diamond
polishing paste in dentistry, seem to have the lowest biofilm formation, with a scale ranging from
0.5-0.7 µm (Kurt, Cilingir, Bilmenoglu, Topcuoglu, and Kulekci, 2019). Biofilm formation also
seems to positively correlate with the surface roughness of a material at the scale of 0.1-19.8 µm
(Kim, Ravault, Han, and Kim, 2012; Bolton, Tummala, Kapadia, Dandamudi, and Belovich,
2006). This roughness effect seems to play a larger role in biofilm formation than shear forces
(Cowle. Webster, Babatunde, Bockelmann-Evans, and Weightman, 2019), although this particular
study only explored a very small range of shear. Surface wettability, topography, presence or
absence of crevices or corners, and surface modification can all also play a role in biofilm
formation (Sarjit, Tan, and Dykes, 2015). Positive surface charges also seem to be more conducive
to biofilm adhesion (Sun, Ding, Xi, Lu, and Yang, 2019; Siddique, Suraraksa, Horprathum, Oaew,
and Cheunkar, 2019). Hydrophilic surfaces seem to be conducive to early biofilm adhesion (Saeki,
Nagashima, Sawada, and Matsuyama, 2016; Siddique et al., 2019) but seem to have less significant
effect as the biofilm propagates (Saeki et al., 2016).
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3. Manufacturing
3.1 Additive Manufacturing and Architected Materials
Additive manufacturing (AM) has emerged in recent years as a means of bridging designs
that are conceivable with designs that are actually possible to manufacture. 3D printing has allowed
for the field of architected materials to become realized. The field of architected materials is the
idea that materials and their methods of manufacture can be designed around their intended use,
rather than designing the use to suit what materials and manufacturing methods are available
(Ashby, 2012). Materials can have their characteristics modified by modifying their chemistry,
microstructure, and architecture. According to (Fleck, Deshpande, and Ashby, 2010), chemistry
and microstructure were exhausted during much of the 20th century. However, architecture remains
an unexplored frontier due to the limited means by which man has been able to influence
architecture on a small scale. Architected materials act as the bridge between superstructure and
microstructure. Additionally, because the entire structure is designed for the end use, including
both material properties and its architecture, rather than compromising for manufacturability,
maximum efficiency of the part can be achieved (Brechet and Embury, 2012). 3D printing is the
mechanism by which this unlimited design space can be achieved.
The market has been growing in recent years, making it more readily accessible to
industries and people that previously would have had limited to no access. There has been a
continual growth in the AM market, with it being a $6.1 billion industry in 2016, and a $7.3 billion
industry in 2017 (Gutierrez-Osorio, Ruiz-Huerta, Caballero-Ruiz, Siller, and Borja, 2019), with an
estimated 20% growth annually between 2017 and 2020 (Hettesheimer, Hirzel, and Roß, 2018).
In this study, the field of AM is explored to provide an overview of 3D printing techniques.
There are several exciting advantages that 3D printing offers over traditional
manufacturing methods. One advantage is design
freedom. Because of the additive nature in which
material is added during construction, there are very
little physical constraints to what can be built
(Pearson, 2018). Conversely, processes such as
injection molding require a mold to construct the
part. This would make it much more time and effort
consuming to remove the mold in a design where the
plastic totally encased the mold. Therefore, designs
built using this and other conventional methods
require the designer to consider the needs of the
method when designing their parts. 3D printing does
not have this limitation, and therefore highly
complex geometries are possible. An example of a
lattice cube is shown in Figure 3-1. Such a geometry
would be difficult to construct via traditional
methods due to the lattice structure that reaches all
the way into the center of the cube.
Figure 3-1: 3D printed cube (Octet +
3D printing can also allow for rapid
Simple Cube, 0.6 mm)
prototyping and changes to be implemented before
a final design is reached. In traditional methods of
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manufacturing, such as injection molding, whenever a change in design is made, experienced
machinists must retool the mold, which can be costly and time-consuming (Pearson, 2018).
However, 3D printing just requires the CAD design to be modified. The settings of the 3D printer
would not require adjustments. A lattice plate designed with 3D printing can be seen in Figure 32. This plate was designed for flexural testing in 3-point bending. The lattice network would have
been difficult to create without 3D printing, and the process also allowed for the easy addition of
supports for use during testing. In addition to the ability to implement changes during prototyping,
it is also well suited for industries where individualized parts are required. In industries like the
medical industry, where parts such as prosthetics or ankle-foot orthoses (Wojciechowski et al.,
2019) are needed, every patient has requirements that are unique to them. It would not be logical
to design a mold for each patient’s needs. Therefore, 3D printing allows these single-use products
to be manufactured once and then redesigned, without adding any cost other than the cost of
printing another part.

Figure 3-2: Octet sandwich plate designed for structural testing in 3-point bending
3D printing also has the potential to be both cost-effective and fast when compared with
traditional methods of manufacturing, such as injection molding (10 Advantages of 3D Printing,
2019; Pearson, 2018). Injection molding is expensive to set up (Peng, Kellens, Tang, Chen, and
Chen, 2018). However, once set up, it is cheap to produce parts quickly. The more plastic parts
that are manufactured using the same mold, the more payback and profit that will be had. Printing
a few parts via molding would be cost-prohibitive. Because 3D printing does not need time to
setup a complicated mold, the parts can be made quickly, with the time required to print being the
only time constraint. This allows quick turnaround times for parts that are needed within a few
days, rather than waiting weeks for molds to be created via traditional methods. Additionally,
additive manufacturing leads to very little waste of material. Typically, only material that is needed
for printing is used to manufacture a part. Powder-based methods of 3D printing are also capable
of reusing powder that was not used for making the part, allowing most of the material to be reused.
3D printing on a very small scale, such as micro and even nano, has allowed for a whole
new field of materials research to present itself. As structures are designed on a very small scale,
rather than just at the macro scale, the properties of materials can actually be changed. Figure 3-3
shows a geometry that was designed using another lattice design. Normally, when an object is
subjected to a force such as compression, the object undergoes some sort of deformation in both
its lateral direction (parallel to the force) and its longitudinal direction (perpendicular to the force).
The ratio of the two is a material’s Poisson’s ratio. This value is almost always positive and is
usually between 0.25 and 0.33 (Philpot, 2013). Most materials have positive ratios, meaning that
if one axis experiences expansion, the other must experience shrinkage. However, the lattice in
Figure 3-3, when subjected to compression on the top and bottom, experiences shrinkage along
both axes, leading to a negative Poisson’s ratio. This is important because it allows materials
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designed at the micro scale using 3D printing to exhibit properties that have never been exhibited
using conventional materials or methods of manufacture.
Lattice architectures have opened up new avenues in terms of mechanical and
multifunctional properties which were not available in the past. Although advances in AM and
metamaterials have reached immense progress, there has not been a true connection between
metamaterials and civil infrastructure. One of the research groups aiming at that goal is the
Gerasimidis research group at UMass. The research efforts of this group inspired by past research
on progressive collapse of building structural systems (Song et al., 2018; Pantidis and Gerasimidis,
2018; Gerasimidis, Khorasani, Garlock, Pantidis, and Glassman, 2017; Sideri, Mullen,
Gerasimidis, and Deodatis, 2017; Pantidis and Gerasimidis, 2017; Gerasimidis, Deodatis, Yan,
and Ettouney, 2016; Gerasimidis and Sideri, 2016; Stavridou, Efthymiou, Gerasimidis, and
Baniotopoulos, 2015; Gerasimidis and Baniotopoulos, 2015; Gerasimidis, Kontoroupi, Deodatis,
and Ettouney, 2014; Gerasimidis, 2014; Gerasimidis, Bisbos, and Baniotopoulos, 2013;
Gerasimidis, Bisbos, and Baniotopoulos, 2012; Gerasimidis, Ampatzis, and Bisbos, 2012;
Gerasimidis and Baniotopoulos, 2011a; Gerasimidis and Baniotopoulos, 2011b) has studied the
effect of defects in truss-lattice architectures of architected materials (Gross, Pantidis, Bertoldi,
and Gerasimidis, 2019). Another aspect of connecting metamaterials to infrastructure is through
plate lattice structures and the group’s work on shells is the first step towards exploring this option
(Gerasimidis, Virot, Hutchinson, and Rubinstein, 2018; Yadav and Gerasimidis, 2020a; Yadav
and Gerasimidis, 2020b; Yadav and Gerasimidis, 2019). The current work is part of this research
group's efforts to bring AM and architected metamaterials into civil infrastructure and utilize the
unprecedented potential in this case to improve wastewater treatment facilities.

Figure 3-3: Lattice structure with a negative Poisson’s ratio. a) Before compression starts. b)
After compression is complete. Note the negative Poisson’s ratio that occurs as both the sides
and the top and bottom are inwardly compressed.
AM can also allow for very lightweight parts to be manufactured. Because 3D printing can
allow for complicated designs, it is possible to design parts that are highly efficient, with only as
much material as necessary being used. Additionally, the material that is used can be organized in
a highly efficient manner. This can allow for strong, lightweight structures to be manufactured.
These structures can be constructed to withstand the shear forces that will be imposed by moving
water in a wastewater treatment plant. As visualized in Figure 3-4, a metal lattice plate was
constructed that was actually light enough to be placed on top of a dandelion, yet strong enough
to retain its structure.
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Finally, AM has also allowed for the
creation of materials that can actually react to
some environmental response, such as light,
temperature, or some other variable (Zafar and
Zhao, 2019). These materials can be designed by
using “smart materials”, which are materials that
respond to environmental conditions by
expanding or contracting (Zafar and Zhao,
2019). Based on where materials connect, this
movement causes the whole structure to achieve
specialized motions, such as folding into a cube
for transportation and unfolding after reaching a
destination.

Figure 3-4: A metal lattice plate that is
light enough to sit on a dandelion

Generally, the topics of cost, energy efficiency, and quality of 3D printing are discussed in
the following sections. However, selective laser sintering was ultimately chosen as the method
used for printing our carriers. Therefore, an in-depth description is only given for selective laser
sintering in its own section. Finally, we conclude with a section of the conventional biofilm carriers
chosen for comparison in our study, which were carriers for a moving bed biofilm reactor.
3.1.1 Cost of Additive Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing can offer reduced costs over traditional manufacturing in certain
conditions. While both have their applications, 3D printing is well-suited for niches where
traditional manufacturing is not appropriate. The unit price of the material used and the initial
investment into the 3D printer itself are the main drivers of the cost of 3D printing (Yang and Li,
2018). Additive manufacturing can also offer less wasted material than conventional
manufacturing. For example, while fused deposition modelling was found to only waste 12.8% of
material, injection molding was found to waste 18% of material (Franchetti and Kress, 2019).
Material volume used during printing and the time it takes to print a part are the two operating
costs associated with additive. Therefore, designing parts to minimize support material volume is
important. Additionally, minimizing the surface area of the printed part itself, without
compromising its ability to perform its function, will also reduce print time, which equates to cost
savings. Minimizing both of these variables can lead to optimized print designs (Sabiston and Kim,
2018).
AM suits itself better to smaller lot runs, as the unit cost to produce a part is fixed and
based on the price of the material. Conventional manufacturing is better suited for large lot runs,
as it is expensive to reconfigure the process for different types of parts but is cheap to operate
once the process is configured. The point where one process becomes cost effective over the other
varies based on the part design, but in one study it was about 200 units (Franchetti and Kress,
2019). 3D printing offers faster lead times, as there is little preparation work needed to print a part
once an STL file exists (Westerweel, Basten, and van Houtum, 2018; Emelogu, Marufuzzaman,
Thompson, Shamsaei, and Bian, 2016). Many 3D printers have the capability to print multiple
parts at once during a single build. This can reduce the operating costs associated with 3D printing,
as single prints can be combined rather than manufactured separately. Printing multiple geometries
within a single build can lead to cost savings of up to 26%, depending on the specific variables of
the geometries to be printed (Yang and Li, 2018). Additive manufacturing also allows for a
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customizable product to be manufactured (Emelogu et al., 2016), which lends itself well to
industries like the medical industry where every patient requires a unique experience.
There are many types of 3D printers that all work on their own principles. Three of these
are fused deposition modelling (FDM), selective laser sintering (SLS), and multi-jet fusion (MJF).
All of these printers are capable of using polyamide 12 as a material, which is a nylon type. By
using the same material, the costs of printing were able to be compared between the three printers.
In a study looking at a variety of part types, it was found that the selective laser sintering printer
had the cheapest cost per part, while the FDM printer had the highest cost per part. The SLS and
MJF are both capable of producing multiple parts at once, while the FDM is not. Finally, the SLS
printer was the most profitable for 3 of the 6 parts produced, but it also has a long recovery time
due to its high investment cost (Tagliaferri, Trovalusci, Guarino, and Venettacci, 2019).
3.1.2 Energy Efficiency and Environmental Impacts of Additive Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing offers a much higher material reuse fraction than conventional
manufacturing. According to (Hettesheimer et al., 2018), up to 70% of the materials used in
manufacturing can be saved by switching from conventional manufacturing to additive
manufacturing. Theoretically, it is said that additive manufacturing has the potential to be up to
91% material efficient, but in practice, this efficiency is typically lower as some of the powder
becomes non-reusable. Additive manufacturing also offers the potential for up to 90% waste
reductions when compared against some conventional, or traditional, manufacturing processes.
(Peng et al., 2018).
However, there is a lot of electricity use associated with additive manufacturing. In order
from most environmental impact to least environmental impact, four printers were ranked: HP
JetFusion 3D (MJF), sPro60 HD (SLS), EOS P396 (SLS), and Fortus 450mc (FDM). This was
primarily based on the electricity usage during printing of each of these printers. Specific energy
consumption during printing may be a function of layer thickness, with thicker layers yielding
more specific energy consumption (Tagliaferri et al., 2019). In a particular study, three methods
of 3D printing were explored, and the order of specific energy consumption of the three methods,
in increasing order, was material jetting, vat photopolymerization, and material extrusion
(Gutierrez-Osorio et al., 2019).
There is also a high energy consumption of the raw materials themselves, adding to overall
energy use (Tagliaferri et al., 2019). Electricity is used at every step of the way in additive
manufacturing, from material generation to post-creation (Nagarajan and Haapala, 2018).
However, this use of energy can be offset by the lack of wasted material that is used by additive
manufacturing when compared with conventional manufacturing (Walachowicz et al., 2017). In
fact, AM could reduce the total primary energy demand of manufacturing by about 5% by 2025 in
the industrial sector (Walachowicz et al., 2017). The type of additive manufacturing that occurs
also affects how much of the energy is wasted. For direct metal laser sintering, only 10% of the
energy input contributed to material processing, while 90% of the energy was lost as bulk waste,
heat, and work. For fused deposition modeling, 7% of the energy input contributed to material
processing, while 93% was lost. (Nagarajan and Haapala, 2018). 3D printing has the potential to
be environmentally friendly. Because the energy demand of additive manufacturing is tied so
strongly to electricity use, this method can become environmentally friendly if the source of
electricity is of a renewable form (Walachowicz et al., 2017; Nagarajan and Haapala, 2018).
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3D printing has the potential to be less harmful in terms of the fate of the waste plastics, as
most of the plastics that are used are non-toxic. However, these powders are usually in a powder
form, so care must be taken to ensure that they do not become aerosolized in an unvented
environment (Peng et al., 2018). However, the toxicity of materials is still being explored. In a
study of fused deposition modelling, three common filaments used in fused deposition modeling
were studied: polyactic acid (PLA), acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), and polyethylene
terephthalate glycol-modified (PETG). PLA is generally considered to be the most eco-friendly
and sustainable option, but limited research suggests that this may be offset by the resources
needed to produce its source crops. Additionally, all three filaments produce volatile organic
compounds and ultrafine particles that may lead to skin, pulmonary, and mucosal irritation.
Generally, it is concluded that more work is needed to create health and safety data sheets that are
more universal and available for users to have a better understanding of material properties. In
addition to this, more regulation regarding transparency from the manufacturers is needed due to
the proprietary nature of how the materials are made (Banashek, 2019).
3.1.3 Quality of Additive Manufacturing
Process variables during building can affect the overall print quality of a 3D printed part.
AM can be used to 3D print medication. It was found that printing chamber temperature, laser
scanning speed, and lactose monohydrate concentration all had effects on the qualities of the
printlets. These qualities were weight, hardness, disintegration time, and dissolved drug fraction
in 15 min. It was found that the printlets had a porosity of about 37.89%. Additionally, chemical
images suggested uniform distribution of the drug. The results of this study suggested that SLS
could provide a viable method of printing drugs for personalized medications in a pharmacy or
hospital setting (Barakh et al., 2019).
The method of 3D printing does not seem to affect the strength of the part. In a study, three
different techniques of 3D printing were explored: material extrusion (ME), vat
photopolymerization (VP), and material jetting (MJ). The materials identified for each technique
were PC® for ME, RIGUR RGD450® for MJ, and DL260® for laser-based VP. These materials
were chosen such that their mechanical properties were similar. These materials were 3D printed
into coupons and tested for their tensile strength by conducting tensile tests, and it was found that
they all did in fact contain similar mechanical properties, which was defined as being within 10%
of each other. This suggests that all three 3D printers were capable of producing parts that lived
up to their mechanical expectations and could perform similarly (Gutierrez-Osorio et al., 2019).
In a study by (Borisenko et al., 2019), a proposed improvement to SLS using metals is
described. The paper claims that some drawbacks of the process itself are the need for powder
quality of a certain sphericity, particle size distribution, and conditions of their production and
storage. Additionally, because each layer is formed by adding material in layer thicknesses at the
micron level, a final product of high porosity is obtained. This has the potential to be unacceptable,
depending on what the metal’s final task is to be. This article proposes using an electrical arcing
technique to weld metal together in an additive way. It was found that the print speed could be
improved and the porosity reduced to near zero using this method over regular metal SLS
(Borisenko, Borisenko, Zhokhov, Redkin, and Kolesnikov, 2019).
There is a tradeoff between fast printing and a higher degree of accuracy. Typically,
conventional processes can achieve higher accuracy than 3D printing. Combining the two can
allow one to combine the benefits of additive manufacturing, such as reduced waste, with the
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benefits of conventional manufacturing, such as higher accuracy (Jackson, Asten, Morrow, Min,
Pfefferkorn, 2018). Additionally, there are tradeoffs within 3D printing itself. Nano-scale printing
is more accurate than macro-scale printing, but nano-scale printing cannot print large objects.
However, high-precision 3D-printing via two photon absorption, allows the bridging of both
macro- and nano-scale printing (Stender et al., 2019). This technology is a method of 3D
lithography. This technology allows for switching between 3D lithography for high precision
nano-prints and bath 3D lithography for larger, less precision parts (Stender et al., 2019).
3.1.4 Selective Laser Sintering Process – an Overview
Selective laser sintering (SLS) was the method of 3D printing that was conducted in this
research. The printer used was an EOS Formiga P110 3D Printer. This printer was chosen because
it was readily available for printing in the UMass Amhert Advanced Digital Design and
Fabrication (ADDFab) Core Facility. It has an advertised build volume of 200 mm x 250 mm x
330 mm and a layer resolution of 0.100 mm (Advanced Digital Design and Fabrication (ADDFab):
Core Facilities: UMass Amherst, n.d.). In our study, we used a polyamide, nylon powder, PA 2200.
This material was chosen for its high strength and stiffness, high detail resolution, and its bio
compatibility. Additionally, this material was readily compatible with the EOS Formiga P110 3Dprinter. Finally, all models for 3D printing were designed using AutoCAD (Autodesk®, AutoCAD
2018). Files were then exported as stereolithography (STL) files for manufacturing. Because the
SLS process was used in this study, we will focus on this method of additive manufacturing for
the remainder of this thesis. Additionally, we will provide a detailed overview of this process.
The selective laser sintering process (SLS) uses lasers to “sinter” powder together to form
a solid object. A schematic of the process is shown in Figure 3-5. Prior to beginning on the
machine, a model must be designed and exported as an STL file, which is comprehendible by the
SLS printer. The chamber in which the object is 3D printed is heated to just below the melting
point of the powder (Wellington, 2014). This powder can be metallic (Hettesheimer et al., 2017),
plastic, glass, or ceramic (Wellington, 2014), depending on the system. The system consists of a
laser, which performs the sintering, a mirror, which directs the laser beam, a movable platform,
which houses the object, and a levelling roller, which brings in new powder. The object is created
layer by layer in this system. First, the levelling roller spreads new powder across the movable
platform. The laser than sinters the powder along the movable platform in the areas of the current
layer of the object in which solid object is desired (Hettesheimer et al., 2017). This laser is
controlled by the computer. It is directed at the platform, and traces cross-sections of the designed
object at each slice of the object (Wellington, 2014). These particles of powder fuse into the first
layer of the object. The platform is then lowered and cooled. The distance that this platform is
lowered is the resolution of the machine. For example, if the platform lowers 0.1 mm, it will have
a 0.1 mm resolution (Wellington, 2014). The process then repeats by sintering the next layers until
the object is fully constructed (Hettesheimer et al., 2017).
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Figure 3-5: The selective laser sintering process. This schematic shows the selective laser
sintering system. (Image credit: Materialgeeza/Creative Commons) (From Palermo, 2013)
After the part is fully printed, it will still be encased in the unsintered powder. Therefore,
it must be cleaned before it can be used. This is typically done at a cleaning chamber using
compressed air or a media blaster (Guide to Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 3D Printing, n.d.). If
the part is more fragile however, a gentle cleaning method, like washing with hot, soapy water or
alcohol, may be better (Five Things to Consider When Cleaning Your SLS Prints, 2017). The parts
will have a slightly rough grainy surface finish similar to medium grit sandpaper. The part is also
very porous, which may allow dust and bacteria to be trapped (Five Things to Consider When
Cleaning Your SLS Prints, 2017). Post-processing is needed if a smoother surface finish is
necessary. The excess remaining powder can then be filtered to remove larger particles. The used
powder, which is now slightly degraded from used, can be recycled with new powder for further
printing (Guide to Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) 3D Printing, n.d.).
Selective laser sintering has some important advantages over other methods of additive
manufacturing. SLS technology does not require a support material (Wellington, 2014;
Dimensional accuracy of 3D printed parts, n.d.). Because the part is submerged within the powder
during its sintered construction, the unsintered powder acts as the support for the material.
Additionally, the lack of support material allows for even more complex, previously difficult to
construct geometries, such as interlocking or moving parts and parts with interior components, to
be 3D printed.
While selective laser sintering can have a resolution of 0.1 mm, its accuracy is typically
around +/- 0.3 mm (Laser Sintering Accuracy Study, n.d., & Dimensional accuracy of 3D printed
parts, n.d.). This value is the lower limit of the accuracy. Quality control can be implemented to
ensure part accuracy. One study found that 95% of 1859 data points were within +/- 0.35 mm of
nominal (Laser Sintering Accuracy Study, n.d).At larger dimensions, this can be +/- 0.3% of the
total dimension length. Additionally, there is the potential for both warpage and shrinkage when
one area of the part is exposed to high heat temperature, while printed areas are allowed to cool
somewhat. Shrinkage can occur in the range of 2-3%, but most SLS print providers can account
for this in their design (Dimensional accuracy of 3D printed parts, n.d.). Due to its versatility, the
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technology is well-suited for printing the proposed geometries to be studied later in this thesis for
the purpose of assessing biofilm formation.
3.2 Conventional Biofilm Carrier Technologies
3.2.1 Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR) Technology
Moving bed biofilm reactors (MBBR) have proven to be a robust technology for growing
biofilms. Generally, effective mixing and aeration with a good carrier can lead to good
performance with low-maintenance requirements (Wang et al., 2019). For our study, we chose to
use the moving bed biofilm reactor (MBBR) as our comparison for our 3D printed biofilm carriers.
This technology is relatively new, and it is becoming very popular in new installations utilizing
biofilm technology (Phillips et al., 2010). Our goal was to use this technology as a benchmark for
the 3D printed carriers, not to improve upon the design of the MBBR itself. Therefore, we only
chose one technology to use for comparison in our studies. The MBBR technology lent itself well
to a lab-scale study, as its volume could easily be scaled up or down based on how much media
you choose to use. In our case, we chose to use 729 cm3 of media. Additionally, the media was
easily obtainable.
For our carrier type, we chose the Cz1 7*10 mm, k1 Kaldnes carrier. This carrier type was
made of virgin polyethylene for its material type. Additionally, it had an overall size of 10 mm in
diameter by 7 mm in height. We chose this carrier because it was readily available. Additionally,
the K1 Kaldnes is widely adopted in areas with moving bed biofilm reactor technology, such as
fisheries (Elliott et al., 2017). The other factor that we considered was the high specific surface
area offered by the K1 carrier of 1000 m2/m3. This would theoretically allow more biomass to
grow on the carriers. However, some of the surface area was on the outside of the carriers, meaning
that it was not all protected from abrasive forces as multiple carriers collided with one another. It
was our hope that we could use the removal performance data from these carriers as a benchmark
with which to compare our removal performance obtained from our 3D printed carrier geometries.
In the following section, the plastic extrusion process, the process by which these carriers are
typically manufactured, is described.
3.2.2 The Plastic Extrusion Process – an Overview
In the plastic extrusion process, a plastic is fed through a mold in which it is hardened into
a final product. A schematic of the process can be viewed in Figure 3-6. When melted polymer
passes through the die that shapes the plastic, it experiences some form of molecular orientation.
However, after the polymer passes through the die and begins to cool, post-extrusion problems can
arise such as non-uniform shrinkage and warpage. These changes in orientation can be linked to
differences in velocity across the die gap. In simple shapes, such as plastic sheet, ensuring
consistent dimensional properties of the die can allow for uniform velocity. However, in more
complicated cross-sectional shapes, it is very difficult to eliminate this non-uniform velocity,
requiring post-extrusion heat treating to stabilize the shape if necessary (EXTRUSION:
Orientation: The Good and the Bad, n.d.). These variations are inevitable in plastic extrusion
processes. Profile dimensions and wall thicknesses that are less than 2 mm typically experience
variations of +/- 0.25 mm. The major factors influencing the level of tolerance that can be
maintained are the shrink rate of the material, the complexity of the profile design, and the process
conditions under which its manufactured (Plastic Extrusion Tolerances, 2019).
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Figure 3-6: Schematic of the plastic extrusion process (From Bacalhau et al., 2017)
Depending on the final application of what is developed via plastic extrusion, deviations
from nominal sizes may or may not be acceptable. Plastic extrusion does allow for rapid
development of parts, making it suitable for large lot sizes of parts that can be expressed in a crosssectional fashion. In the following section, we will explore the geometry designs specific to our
study involving both 3D printed architectures and the conventional carriers.
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4. Geometry Design and Fidelity of 3D Printing
4.1 Geometry Selection
To explore which 3D-printed architectures were ideal for growing biofilm, we conducted
a preliminary study to narrow down what architectures worked the best for growing biofilm and
treating municipal wastewater. Five base topologies were chosen that spanned a spectrum of
relative densities and coordination numbers. The relative density is a measure of how much of an
occupied volume is actually material, and the coordination number is a measure of the average
amount of struts that come together at a node. An architecture with a higher coordination number
will have higher connectivity between struts and therefore may be able to better retain biofilm than
more open architectures. This will be explored in Section 6. An architecture with more relative
density will contain more solid material and may yield different flow characteristics in a
wastewater treatment setting. This was not explored in this thesis. A schematic drawing of the
difference between a node and a strut is shown in Figure 4-1. These topologies were the simple
cube, the octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube
(Gross et al., 2019; Zok, Latture, and Begley, 2016), as illustrated in Figure 4-2. The variables
that could be altered for each geometry were their topology, strut size, and density of unit cells
within a volume. The topology is defined as the configuration of struts within a geometry, and this
was altered by utilizing the five topologies described above. The strut size was altered by
increasing the strut radius within the same topology. Finally, the effect of unit cells within the
geometry was altered by scaling a single unit cell down, while maintaining the same overall carrier
size.

Node

Strut

Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram depicting a node and a strut
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Simple Cube

Octahedron

Body-Centered Cubic +
Simple Cube

Octet + Simple Cube

Octet

Figure 4-2: Geometries chosen for preliminary biofilm study
For our 3D printed carriers, the material used was a polyamide, nylon powder (PA 2200).
This material was chosen for its high strength and stiffness, high detail resolution, and its bio
compatibility. (EOS Manufacturing Solutions, n.d.). Additionally, this material was readily
compatible with the EOS Formiga P110 3D-printer available for use at UMass Amherst. All files
that were sent for 3D-printing were designed using AutoCAD (Autodesk®, AutoCAD 2018). Files
were then exported as STL files for manufacturing. For our conventional biofilm carriers, Cz1
7*10 mm, k1 carriers were selected (Cz Garden Supply). These carriers were used in our
assessment of treatment performance as a benchmark with which to compare our 3D printed
carriers. They were made of virgin polyethylene material, with an overall size of 10 mm (diameter)
x 7 mm (height). The specific surface area was approximately 1000 m 2/m3. These carriers, as
visualized in Figure 4-3, were considered “conventional carriers” in that they are a carrier than is
often implemented in conventional moving bed biofilm reactors (MBBRs). Table 4-1 outlines the
dimensions and properties of both the conventional carriers and the 3D printed carriers.
Table 4-1: Material properties used in this study
Geometry

Material
Type

Density
(g/cm3)

Melting
Temperature
(°C)

Tensile
Strength
(MPa)

Source

Simple Cube
Octahedron
BodyCentered
Cubic +
Simple Cube
Octet
Octet +
Simple Cube

Polyamide PA 2200

0.93

176

52

1

Conventional
Carriers

High
Density
Polyethylene
(HDPE)

0.94 - 0.97

120 - 140

10 - 30

2

1. (EOS Manufacturing Solutions, n.d.), 2. (HDPE LDPE LLDPE Comparison, n.d.)
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a)

b)

10 mm

c)

1 mm

Figure 4-3: Conventional carriers used in study. a) Conventional carriers, as seen in a pile. b) A
closeup view of one conventional carrier. c) The occupied volume of conventional carriers that
was equivalent to the occupied volume of one of the 3D printed cubes.
4.2 3D Printing of Plates and Corresponding Error
As described above, a preliminary study was conducted to narrow the geometries to be
used in the treatment and MicroCT studies. Therefore, 50 different geometries were designed and
3D printed. These geometries were printed in the form of plates, with each plate occupying a
volume of 10 x 10 x 1 cm. A sample plate can be viewed in Figure 4-4. The topologies used to
design these plates were the same as listed in Section 4.1. For each topology, there were five
geometries described as “2 unit cells”, and five geometries described as “1 unit cells”. These labels
refer to the height in unit cells of the plates. Maintaining the same overall occupied volume, the
unit cells were either repeated as 2 x 2 x 20 unit cells or 1 x 1 x 10 unit cells. Finally, within each
group of unit cell types, there were 5 different strut sizes used. For the 1 unit cell group, strut radii
of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mm were used, while strut radii of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 mm were
used for the 2 unit cell group. An open design space existed for the design of these plates.
Therefore, strut size, unit cell
density, and relative density spans
were aimed at targeting a wide
range of design possibilities.
Table 4-2 outlines the specific
design parameters for each of the
50 geometries used in this study.

10 mm

Figure 4-4: Example of a 3D-printed plate (BodyCentered Cubic + SC, 0.5 mm radius)

After 3D printing, a
caliper was used to verify the strut
diameters of the plates. Generally,
it was found that the error in
printed strut diameter was +/- 0.3
mm. However, the struts were
more
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Table 4-2: Parameters used in the design of the fifty plates studied preliminarily
Geometry

Coordination
Number

Unit Cell
Height

1
Simple Cube

6
2

1
Octahedron

8
2

1
BodyCentered
Cubic +
Simple Cube

11
2

1
Octet

12
2

1
Octet +
Simple Cube

13.5
2

Strut Radius
(mm)
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

Relative
Density
0.0070
0.0282
0.0634
0.1128
0.1762
0.0053
0.0214
0.0481
0.0855
0.1336
0.0107
0.0427
0.0960
0.1706
0.2666
0.0107
0.0427
0.0960
0.1706
0.2666
0.0158
0.0630
0.1418
0.2521
0.3939
0.0141
0.0562
0.1265
0.2248
0.3513
0.0256
0.1024
0.2303
0.4095
0.6398
0.0235
0.0938
0.2111
0.3753
0.5865
0.0326
0.1306
0.2938
0.5223
0.8160
0.0288
0.1152
0.2592
0.4608
0.7201

Surface Area
(cm2)
70
141
211
282
352
107
214
321
428
534
107
213
320
427
533
213
427
640
853
1066
158
315
473
630
788
281
562
843
1124
1405
256
512
768
1024
1280
469
938
1408
1877
2346
326
653
979
1306
1632
576
1152
1728
2304
2880
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likely to be oversized than undersized. This corresponds to a radius error of +/- 0.15 mm. As
several of the plates printed had strut sizes that were smaller or around this 0.15 mm error, these
plates had errors as high as being twice its nominal size. Because of this, struts that were nominally
small in diameter tended to have much higher relative errors when compared to its nominal size
than struts that were larger in diameter. In addition to having oversized strut diameters, it was also
found that some geometries were uneven in terms of their strut sizes. Three topologies in particular,
the simple cube, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, and the octet + simple cube, all had an
exterior shell of the simple cube geometry. It was found, however, that these three topologies,
when printed as 2 unit cell geometries, had simple cube struts that ran in one direction that were
larger than the simple cube struts that ran in the other direction. An example of this can be seen in
Figure 4-5. In addition to some geometries being printed with error, we also found that the smaller
strut sizes were not strong enough to withstand the required handling as part of the experiment.
Before even starting, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, 2 unit cell, 0.1 mm, and the octet, 1
unit cell, 0.2 mm geometries were not successfully printed. There was some initial damage
associated with these geometries. Throughout the duration of the study, all of the 1 unit cell, 0.2
mm geometries were damaged in some way. Additionally, the octahedron, 2 unit cell, 0.1 and 0.2
mm geometries were damaged. The octahedron unit cells were connected by a single node, due to
their design, so it is logical that small, weaker struts were more vulnerable to failure. However,
geometries with larger struts were sturdy and withstood the stresses induced during this study.
Generally, it was the less dense geometries (1 unit cell vs. 2 unit cell) with smaller strut sizes that
were the most prone to damage. This makes sense because these struts are slenderer and less
connected, making them less resistant to forces that could cause them to buckle and or break.
a)

c)

b)

5 mm

5 mm

5 mm

Figure 4-5: Depictions of three geometries with uneven strut sizes. The white bar indicates the
scale size of each picture. The green bar represents the direction of struts that were printed
smaller, while the red bar represents the direction of struts that were printed larger. a) Simple
Cube, 2 Unit Cell, 0.2 mm. b) Body-Centered Cubic + Simple Cube, 2 Unit Cell, 0.3 mm. c)
Octet + Simple Cube, 2 Unit Cell, 0.3 mm.
4.3 Biofilm Imaging via Microscopy
After printing all of the plates, special racks were also designed such that the plates could
be maintained in an upright position. The goal of this study was to qualitatively assess the biofilm
that formed on the plates, so all of the plates were housed in the same reactor. A schematic of this
setup can be viewed in Figure 4-6. To ensure the biofilms had sufficient nutrients to promote their
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growth, they were fed with a high COD media solution (Table 4-3) and provided with three
aerators to ensure enough dissolved oxygen. These aerators were moved around the reactor daily
to ensure that all of the plates were subjected to the same conditions. The ingredients were used to
generate a 16 mM phosphate buffer solution. 20 L of solution were used to fill the reactor. This
solution was changed approximately every 3 days to ensure that food was not a limiting factor in
biofilm development in an effort to explore unrestricted growth. The biofilm was inoculated using
50 mL of activated sludge obtained from the Amherst wastewater treatment plant.
To monitor biofilm growth over time, the plates were imaged using an Amscope
stereozoom microscope with an 18 MP microscope camera attached to the objective. Plates were
removed from the tank and placed in a 1 L beaker containing tap water. This beaker was used to
transfer the plates from their holding reactor to the camera. Once at the camera, the plates were
setup to be viewed by the camera as seen in Figure 4-7. A clip was lightly applied next to the plate
such that it could stand on its own without falling over. Microscopy was conducted every other
day for the first 2 weeks, than weekly for an additional 4 weeks, for a total of 6 weeks. The images
were then qualitatively examined.
a)

Media
Solution

Diffuser

Lattice
Plates

Lattice
Rack

b)

c)

Figure 4-6: A schematic of the setup for the microscopy study. a) The setup used to house the
plates in growth media solution and provide aeration to all of the plates. b) One of the 50 plates
used in the study that are housed in the reactor. c) A closeup view of one of the racks used to
hold the plates in an upright position.
Table 4-3: Media solution composition used
Compound
Sodium Phosphate Dibasic Anhydrous
Potassium Phosphate Monobasic
Ammonium Chloride
Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate
Potassium Acetate

Concentration
1.40 g/L
0.85 g/L
0.05 g/L
0.10 g/L
1.65 g/L
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Trace Mineral Solution
Calcium Iron Solution

1 mL/L
1 mL/L

The images of the plates were analyzed
qualitatively. The biofilm that formed around struts
was assessed, as was the biofilm formed around the
nodes. Patterns of early biofilm growth and how
biofilm grew between different geometries were
assessed. Figure 4-8 depicts 5 geometries biofilm
images over time. In this figure, the 5 different
topologies are depicted with the same number of
unit cells (10 x 10 x 1) and strut radius (0.6 mm). It
was immediately noticed that biofilm propagation
seems to form first at the nodes of the geometries.
Figure 4-7: Microscopy setup
This is logical, as biofilm is known to adhere more
to rougher, oblong shapes than to smooth,
obstruction-free shapes (Cox et al., 2017; Kurt et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2012; Bolton et al., 2006;
Sarjit et al., 2015). It should be noted that this is also known to occur on small scales. Because the
nodes form an oblong shape as struts come together, it is logical that bacteria would prefer to
aggregate in the nodes during early biofilm formation. This is also evident even in the matured
biofilm seen in day 42, as the biofilm appears to be the thickest where struts come together to form
nodes.
While this study helped to give insight into the biofilm-forming trends of the architectures,
we were unable to accurately gather quantitative data. It was apparent that the nodes seemed to
play a role in the formation of biofilm on the architectures, but this was difficult to quantify due to
the 2-dimensional nature of the image. Biofilm thickness could be quantified around a strut and
then extrapolated around the strut into a volume, but biofilm formation around a node could not
be quantified in this way. Additionally, the 2-dimensional photo did not allow us to quantify any
biofilm inside of the plates, despite the fact that the inside is likely more protected from abrasive
and shear forces than the outside. Finally, it was difficult to assess thin biofilm on these struts as
the biofilm did not have a drastic contrast difference from its support lattice due to the fact that the
biofilm itself was somewhat clear.
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Day 3

Day 14

Day 39

Figure 4-8: Biofilm growth on five geometries at 3 points in time. All geometries are the 1 unit cell, 0.6
mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the octahedron, the
body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The time images, from left to
right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies on the left side of the images
correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
Note that the white circles and arrows on Day 39 highlight the presence of biofilm that grew on the
geometries. See appendix for the other geometries.
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This study was used as a preliminary study to dictate how subsequent studies were
conducted. Despite limitations of the microscopic qualification, we did learn some valuable
information. As described in Section 4.2, smaller strut sizes were both more prone to printing error
and damage during studying. Therefore, it was decided that strut radii of 0.3 mm or smaller would
not be used for subsequent studies. However, the struts with smaller radii seemed to form thicker
biofilm as there was more void space for these geometries. Therefore, strut sizes in the middle of
the range were chosen for future analysis. Specifically, the 0.4 and 0.6 mm strut sizes were chosen.
Our two hypotheses were that we could use new architectures to grow biofilm that could achieve
higher levels of COD and ammonia removal and that these architectures would yield unique
biofilm volumes. To target these hypotheses, we created a treatment study that could quantify the
removal characteristics of the biofilms, and a quantification study that could quantify the biofilm
formation patterns.
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5. Biofilm Treatment Performance
To assess the performance of the biofilm that formed on the 3D printed architectures, both
a lab-scale pilot study and a batch study were conducted. The first allowed us to assess
performance of the carriers were they to be placed into a wastewater treatment application, while
the second allowed us to more carefully assess the performance of the biofilm that formed on the
carriers. This is important because our goal is to determine if architecture can lead to a biofilm
carrier that yields biofilm with higher removal of ammonia and COD. Specifically, this study
allows us to target answering our second hypothesis, which is composed of two main research
questions: Can we use 3D printing to develop architected biofilm carriers that can achieve a higher
performing biofilm carrier, in terms of better ammonia and COD removal, for use in a wastewater
treatment setting? How is the biofilm performance of the architected biofilm carriers better than
those of the conventional carriers?
5.1 Methods
To assess which architectures performed the best wastewater treatment, 10 cubes were 3D
printed, using the topologies previously described in Section 4. These cubes contained 2 of each
topology, with one of these having a strut radius of 0.4 mm and the other having a strut radius of
0.6 mm. These cubes were 9 x 9 x 9 cm, with 9 x 9 x 9 unit cells, meaning that each unit cell was
1 cm3 in volume. This size provided a large carrier volume while maximizing the volume capacity
that could be printed by the ADDFab facility. In addition to the cubes, an equivalent volume of
conventional carriers was measured such that 729 cm3 of carriers were added. This equivalent
volume was the volume of space that each cube occupied (9 x 9 x 9 cm). This provided a
benchmark for comparison, as all carriers occupied a volume of 729 cm 3. Figure 5-1 depicts the
carriers that were printed, as well as the conventional carriers. Note that only the 0.4 mm strut
carriers are shown in the figure. Table 5-1 depicts the geometric characteristics of each of the
carriers.
a)

Simple Cube

b)

Octahedron

c)

Body-Centered Cubic
+ Simple Cube

d)

e)

Octet

Octet + Simple
Cube

f)

Conventional
Carriers

Figure 5-1: Carriers used in the treatment study. All geometries above are the 0.4 mm strut
radius versions of the topologies. a) Simple Cube. b) Octahedron. c) Body-Centered Cubic +
Simple Cube. d) Octet. e) Octet + Simple Cube. f) Conventional Carriers
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Table 5-1: Geometric characteristics of the carriers

Carrier
Simple Cube (0.4 mm)
Simple Cube (0.6 mm)
Octahedron (0.4 mm)
Octahedron (0.6 mm)
Body-Centered Cubic +
Simple Cube (0.4 mm)
Body-Centered Cubic +
Simple Cube (0.6 mm)
Octet (0.4 mm)
Octet (0.6 mm)
Octet + Simple Cube
(0.4 mm)
Octet + Simple Cube
(0.6 mm)
Conventional Carriers

729000
729000
729000
729000

679
1018
1555
2332

Relative
Density
(mm3 /
mm3)
0.0186
0.0419
0.0427
0.0960

729000

1948

0.0534

11

1

OT-4
OT-6

729000
729000
729000

2922
3282
4923

0.1202
0.0900
0.2026

11
12
12

1
1
1

OS-4

729000

3961

0.1087

13.5

1

OS-6

729000

5941

0.2445

13.5

1

Conv

729000

7290

0.1702

N/A

633

Volume
Abbreviation
(cm3)
S-4
S-6
O-4
O-6
B-4

Surface
Area
(cm2)

Coordination
Number

Number
of
Pieces

6
6
8
8

1
1
1
1

B-6

As previously described, the conventional carriers were chosen in part due to their high
surface area to volume ratio. Because of this high ratio, these carriers have a high surface area in
a small volume and should be well suited to growing biofilm. As seen in Figure 5-2, the surface
area to volume ratio of the conventional carriers is actually higher than the surface area to volume
ratios of the 3D printed carriers. Were the role of architecture to play no role in biofilm formation,
then the 3D printed carriers would be at a disadvantage when compared with the conventional
carriers. Geometries with more struts, like the octet + simple cube, have more surface area than
geometries with less struts, like the simple cube. Additionally, increasing the thickness of the strut
radii from 0.4 mm to 0.6 mm also increases the available surface area for the biofilm to attach to
and grow on. In this section, we explored the architecture’s ability to treat wastewater at the benchscale level.
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Figure 5-2: Surface area to volume ratios (SA:V) for all 3D printed carriers and the conventional
carriers. For each of the 3D printed topologies, the SA:V ratio is a function of the strut radius.
For the conventional carriers, the SA:V ratio is fixed, and is represented as a straight line. Only
the colored areas of the graph were used in this study as the 0.4 and 0.6 mm points, with the gray
areas being theoretical SA:V ratios that were not explored in this study.
5.1.1 Pilot Treatment Study
To assess how the carriers might perform in a wastewater treatment plant, a bench scale
study was conducted. Each carrier was placed in an individual reactor for treating a synthetic
wastewater solution. Each reactor was inoculated using 50 mL of activated sludge from the
Amherst WWTP. Figure 5-3 provides a schematic of the reactors. Media was first added to 20 L,
where it was pumped to each reactor at a fixed flow rate (Table 5-2, Table 5-3) until empty. This
served as the “influent” media to the system. Each of these carboys was connected to another 20
L carboy that was filled with nitrogen gas. This gas served two purposes. The first was to purge
the system of oxygen, which is a common electron acceptor, to prevent biomass from growing in
the carboys themselves, and the second was to maintain pressure in the media carboys such that a
vacuum would not develop. This solution was then pumped via a media peristaltic pump to each
of the reactors at a constant flow rate. Each reactor contained one of the 11 total carriers, 10 of
which being the cubes and the 11th being the conventional carriers. Because the 3D material was
less dense than water, the cubes were predisposed to floating. Therefore, a rubber stopper was
placed on each of the 3D printed cubes to prevent them from floating. Media from the pumps
entered these reactors at the back of the reactors. Additionally, a porous aquarium air stone was
used with an aquarium pump to provide the system with dissolved oxygen. After a certain
hydraulic residence time (HRT) (Table 5-2, Table 5-3), the water flowed out of the reactor via
gravity to a waste collection bucket.
During sampling, the effluent hoses were removed from the waste collection bucket and
into a 50 mL Corning sample vial for sample collection. 50 mL of unfiltered sample was collected.
These vials were then filtered with a 0.45 µm filter into a 15 mL Corning sample vial, where mL
of filtered sample was obtained. These vials were used in COD and NH4+ Hach kits (2125815,
TNT 832), following the manufacturer specifications. To get an estimate of the amount of
suspended biomass that grew in the reactors, optical density was measured on the unfiltered
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samples by measuring their absorbance at a wavelength of 450 nm. While not a direct measurement
of the concentration of suspended biomass, with all other reactors experiencing the same
conditions, a higher optical density absorbance correlated with a higher amount of suspended
biomass.
a)

b)

Nitrogen
Gas

Media
Solution

Air
Reactors

Influent

Reactors

Media
Pump
Waste
Collection
Bucket

Media
Solution

Media
Pump

Waste
Collection
Buckets

Carrier

Rubber
Weight

Effluent

Figure 5-3: Schematic of flow through the reactors. a) A wide view of all of the reactors,
showing how the media gets pumped to the reactors and then drained via the effluent ports. b) A
closeup view of a single reactor (octahedron, 0.4 mm radius) that shows the media solution and
the carrier, as well as defining key parts of the reactor.
The reactors were subjected to several different operating conditions throughout the
continuous flow operation of the reactors. These conditions can be broken down into three distinct
phases: 1000 mg/L of COD, 500 mg/L of COD, and 100 mg/L of COD (Table 5-2, Table 5-3,
Table 5-4). Briefly, the reactors were operated first at a buffer concentration of 16 mM and a COD
concentration of 1000 mg/L. Next, the reactors were operated at a buffer concentration of 16 mM
and a COD concentration of 500 mg/L. After this, a batch study was conducted, which will be
described in more detail in Section 5.1.2. Finally, after this study, the reactors were operated at a
buffer concentration of 4 mM and a COD concentration of 100 mg/L. In addition to changing the
buffer concentration and COD concentration, the HRT was also varied (Table 5-2) with it being
longer prior to the first batch study and shorter after. In the 1000 mg/L study, COD, ammonia, and
optical density were measured. The Octahedron, 0.4 mm, Octet + Simple Cube, 0.4 mm, and the
Conventional Carriers reactors were started before the rest of the reactors. To compensate for this,
all time readings are reported as days since start, and the other reactors were operated after the first
three reactors stopped. In the 500 mg/L study, only COD and optical density were measured.
Additionally, after operating the 500 mg/L study, the reactors were all put on the same time cycle.
Therefore, the 500 mg/L study was operated for two weeks less in the case of the eight later reactors
than the first three reactors.
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Table 5-2: Operating conditions of the reactors. (1) and (2) refer to the reactor labels in Table 53.
COD
Concentration
(mg/L)

Ammonia
Concentration
(mg/L)

Days in
Operation

Flow Rate
(mL/min)

HRT
(Hours)

Horizontal Flow
Velocity
(mm/min)

1000
500
100

13
13
13

36
33 (1), 21 (2)
72

2
2
2.8

45.0 (1), 50.4 (2)
45.0 (1), 50.4 (2)
32.1 (1), 36.0 (2)

0.11 (1), 0.07 (2)
0.11 (1), 0.07 (2)
0.16 (1), 0.10 (2)

Table 5-3: Definitions of the reactors
Reactor
Label
1
2

Reactor Volume
(mL)
5400
6048

Carriers
S-4, S-6, O-6, B-4, B-6, OT-4, OT-6, OS-6
O-4, OS-4, Conv

Depth of Liquid
(cm)
10
18

Table 5-4: Chemicals used throughout study
Compound
Sodium Phosphate Dibasic Anhydrous
Potassium Phosphate Monobasic
Ammonium Chloride
Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate
Potassium Acetate (if COD = 1000 mg/L)
Potassium Acetate (if COD = 500 mg/L)
Potassium Acetate (if COD = 100 mg/L)
Trace Mineral Solution
Calcium Iron Solution

16 mM Phosphate
Buffer – Chemical
Concentration
1.40 g/L
0.85 g/L
0.05 g/L
0.10 g/L
1.65 g/L
0.825g/L
N/A
1 mL/L
1 mL/L

4 mM Phosphate
Buffer – Chemical
Concentration
0.35 g/L
0.21 g/L
0.05 g/L
0.025 g/L
N/A
N/A
0.16 g/L
1 mL/L
1 mL/L
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5.1.2 Biofilm Performance
To assess the performance of the biofilm that formed on the carriers, two batch studies
were conducted. The first was conducted between the 500 mg/L and 100 mg/L continuous flow
studies. The second was conducted after the 100 mg/L continuous flow study. A standalone reactor
was created for each carrier. In the second batch study that was conducted, a reactor with no
carriers was also added, for a total of 12 reactors. This reactor was inoculated with 50 mL of
activated sludge. This reactor served as a control to ensure that suspended growth was not
significant when compared with the biofilm. Each reactor was given
their own aquarium pump and aeration stone, as seen in Figure 5-4.
Synthetic media was prepared as a 4 mM phosphate buffer with 200
mg/L of COD. It was prepared in bulk and placed in each reactor
without a pumping system to continuously move the media through
the system. Instead, each carrier was placed in its new reactor and
COD and ammonia were measured over a shorter time scale to assess
how the biofilm removes these parameters. Only COD was measured
in the first batch study, while both COD and ammonia were measured
in the second batch study. The timescale for this experiment was
relatively short, with the study being conducted for only 48 hours.
Samples were taken every 2 hours for 10 hours, then again at 24 and
Figure 5-4: Image of
51 hours. Removal over the first 10 hours was used to determine
Octahedron, 0.4 mm
biofilm performance, while the 48 hours allowed COD removal to
batch reactor (Note:
progress to near complete removal. 10 hours was chosen because it
Image is of setup only,
was the time period during which the most readings were taken.
not of the biofilm from
Additionally, this time period was short enough to prevent large
the batch study)
accumulations of suspended biomass. Because only the carrier was
moved from the old reactors to the new ones, only attached biomass could enter the new reactor
to remove the contaminants in this experiment. Therefore, the biofilm contribution to removal
efficiency was quantified here.
5.1.3 Biomass Quantification
After the conclusion of the second batch study, the biomass on each of the carriers was
quantified in an effort to compare the mass of biofilm that formed on each carrier type. Prior to
growing biofilm at the beginning of the study, the weight of each of the cubes was determined.
After the batch study, 11 pieces of tin foil were labelled with each carrier type. These pieces were
weighed, and their masses were recorded. The cubes were then removed from their hydrated states
and allowed to drain for at least 30 seconds such that the water stopped draining from the cubes
and only what was attached to the carrier remained. They were placed on the tin foil and wrapped
such that only the top sections of the carriers were exposed and the top and bottom of the carriers
were securely wrapped in the foil. Their “hydrated biomass weights” were weighed and
determined. For the conventional carriers, each piece was drained in a similar fashion, with less
time being needed for each piece. The carriers were then dried in a drying oven at 115° for 24
hours. After drying, the carriers were then weighed again, this time their “dry biomass weights”
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being determined. The known masses of the tin foil and carriers could be subtracted to determine
the weight of just the biomass.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Pilot Treatment Study
In the first phase of the flow-through study, the 1000 mg/L COD data was explored. Figure
5-5 depicts the performance of all of the reactors over the whole study. Note that the data is
designated after 7 days of startup, meaning that removal fractions were only considered after the
first 7 days. This was to allow time for biomass to grow in all reactors and ensure that treatment
could actually take place. Figure 5-5a, b, and c show average COD removal for each of the
reactors, average ammonia removal, and average optical density, respectively. The error bars in
each reactor represent the standard deviation of all data points collected throughout the phase, after
7 days of start-up time. It should be noted that for three of the reactors (octet + simple cube, 0.6
mm, body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.6 mm, and octet, 0.4 mm), acetate was not added to the
media bottle that fed these reactors on day 0. After day 3 and subsequent media changings, acetate
was added as intended. In terms of COD removal, the conventional carriers yielded an average
removal of 85.8% +/- 6.2%. This was the lowest removal of all of the carriers studied in this phase.
The highest removal was seen in the body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm, with an average
removal of 93.7% +/- 2.8%, and the second highest removal was seen in the octet + simple cube,
0.6 mm, with an average removal of 92.5% +/- 3.6%. In terms of ammonia removal, the octet +
simple cube had the lowest average ammonia removal after the 7 days of start up time (86.0% +/25.7%). The conventional carriers had the next lowest performance, with an average ammonia
removal of 95.8% +/- 6.5%. Finally, the highest ammonia removal was seen in the octet, 0.4 mm
geometry, with an average of 99.5% +/- 0.7%. Most of the carriers had very high ammonia
removal, with 10 of the carriers achieving greater than 95% ammonia removal.
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Figure 5-5: Average performance of the reactors at 1000 mg/L COD. a) Average COD removal.
b) Average ammonia removal. c) Average optical density. Note that all averages are taken after a
7 day startup period to allow biomass to accumulate in the system.
The second phase of the flow-through study involved a COD concentration of 500 mg/L.
The COD concentration and optical density measured during this phase can be seen in Figure 56. Ammonia removal was not measured during this phase of operation. This phase was not run for
the same amount of time for all of the carriers. For the octahedron, 0.4 mm, the octet + simple
cube, 0.4 mm, and the conventional carriers, the reactors were started two weeks earlier and
therefore ran for two weeks longer than the other reactors. The error bars represent the standard
deviation of the values.
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Figure 5-6: Average performance of the reactors at 500 mg/L COD. a) Average COD removal.
b) Average optical density.
In the third phase of the flow-through study, the 100 mg/L COD data was explored. After
conducting the flow through scenario for 86 days, the COD removed was calculated as the COD
influent concentration minus the COD effluent concentration divided by the COD influent
concentration. These values were then averaged for each of the samples taken over the time period
and plotted as shown in the figure above for each carrier. The COD performance of all of the
reactors over this phase can be seen in Figure 5-7. The error bars in each reactor represent the
standard deviation of all data points collected throughout the phase. Performance was similar
between the reactors. The highest performing geometry, the octahedron, 0.6 mm, had 86.2% +/8.1% average removal efficiency. This was followed by the octet, 0.4 mm (84.8% +/- 13.2%) then
by the octahedron, 0.4 mm (82.7% +/- 9.0%), then by the octet + simple cube, 0.4 mm (82.6% +/13.4%), and finally by the conventional carriers (81.7% +/- 18.3%). The remaining 6 architected
geometries then followed this.
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Figure 5-7: Average COD removal at 100 mg/L COD
The ammonia performance data throughout this phase is depicted in Figure 5-8. This figure
provides ammonia removal data vs. time for each of the reactors (Figure 5-8a), with the metric
being the fraction of ammonia removed from the initial concentration at any given time. The time
to achieve near full ammonia removal, which was defined as the time when the fraction removed
reached greater than 95% removal was also depicted (Figure 5-8b, Figure 5-8c). The optical
density measured in each of the reactors is provided in Figure 5-9, with both the average (Figure
5-9a) and the time series (Figure 5-9b) versions of the data being shown. For the first 65 days, the
optical density between all of the reactors was similar. It can be seen from the time plot that the
conventional carriers had the highest optical density after day 72. Prior to this, most of the carriers
had similar optical densities, with various carriers exhibiting some spikes. On average, the optical
density was the highest in the case of the conventional carriers. However, the high optical density
in the conventional carriers over time is indicative of a large presence of suspended biomass in
this reactor. This, coupled with similar and in some cases better performance in the architected
carriers, suggests that the suspended biomass is playing a larger role in the conventional carriers.
Finally, there was settled biomass that formed in the corners of the conventional carriers’ reactor
in both the 1000 mg/L and 100 mg/L phases of operation (Figure 5-10). This biomass was not
apparent in any of the 3D printed carriers.
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Figure 5-8: Ammonia performance data at 100 mg/L COD. Left: ammonia removal vs. time of
operation. Right: a) Time to achieve near-full ammonia removal vs. surface area for the 0.4 mm
carriers. b) Time to achieve near-full ammonia removal vs. surface area for the 0.6 mm carriers.
Near-full ammonia removal was defined as 95% removal or higher.
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Figure 5-9: Optical density data at 100 mg/L COD. a) Optical density vs. time. b) Average
optical density.
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a)

b)

d)

e)

c)

Figure 5-10: Images depicting settled biomass in the conventional carriers reactor. Images a-c
depict the Octahedron-0.4 mm, Octet + Simple Cube-0.4 mm, and the Conventional. Carriers,
respectively after startup (1000 mg/L COD). Images d-e depict the Octahedron-0.4 mm and the
Conventional Carriers, respectively after visible biofilm has developed on the carriers (100 mg/L
COD). Note that in both cases, the Conventional Carriers had large quantities of black, settled
biomass.
5.2.2 Biofilm Performance
After growing biofilm on the carriers, two batch studies were conducted in which biofilm
performances could be assessed for each of the carriers. The first batch study was conducted after
biofilm was grown in the 1000 mg/L and 500 mg/L phases of continuous flow operation. The
second batch study was conducted after biofilm was grown additionally in the 100 mg/L phase of
continuous flow operation. There was not much biofilm present in the first batch study, as
conditions of the 1000 and 500 mg/L study favored suspended biomass. Therefore, we did not see
many differences in the performances of the biofilms alone. However, after the 100 mg/L phase
of continuous flow operation, biofilm was apparent, and the COD and ammonia concentrations vs.
time can be seen in Figure 5-11. The figure shows both COD and ammonia concentration from its
initial value at time 0 to its concentration at various time intervals. In this study, a steeper slope
corresponds to a faster removal rate, while a flatter, further to the right slope corresponds to a
slower removal rate. A control was provided in which no carrier or biofilm were added, but
activated sludge was added. All carriers exhibited some form of removal during the first 10 hours.
10 hours was used to compare the geometries and the conventional carriers because measurements
were taken the most frequently during the first 10 hours, and the time scale was relatively short,
limiting the amount of suspended biomass that could develop in the new reactors. In terms of COD
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removal, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm geometry performed the best, with a
removal over 10 hours of 158.4 mg/L. This is compared to the conventional carriers, which had a
removal over 10 hours of 9.4 mg/L. In terms of ammonia removal, the octahedron, 0.6 mm
geometry performed the best, with a removal over 10 hours of 8.59 mg/L. This is also compared
to the conventional carriers, which had a removal over 10 hours of 2.5 mg/L.




Figure 5-11: Batch study: COD and ammonia concentrations vs. time
After assessing the concentration over time for both COD and ammonia, the removal over
the first 10 hours for COD and ammonia was more carefully assessed in Figure 5-12 and Figure
5-13, respectively. The left side of these figures provide the total removal of either COD or
ammonia over 10 hours vs. surface area for both the 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm carriers. These are
compared to the conventional carriers, which are indicated as a green dot on the figures. In addition
to providing information about the substrate removed, the same removal is also presented as a
normalized removal per unit surface area. These are presented on the right side of the figures.
These graphs follow the same format as the left graphs, with normalized substrate removal being
plotted against the surface area of the carrier. The top graph represents the 0.4 mm geometries and
the bottom graph represents the 0.6 mm geometries. The conventional carriers had a COD removal
of 9.4 mg/L over 10 hours, a normalized COD removal of 1.3 x 10-5 (mg/L)/mm2, an ammonia
removal of 2.5 mg/L over 10 hours, and a normalized ammonia removal of 3.4 x 10-6 (mg/L)/mm2.
By comparison, all of the architected carriers outperformed the conventional carriers in all four of
these metrics.
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Figure 5-12: COD removed after 10 hours vs. surface area for all carriers
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Figure 5-13: Ammonia removed after 10 hours vs. surface area for all carriers
After calculating the performance of each of the carriers in terms of both COD and
ammonia removal, the carriers were normalized by the average COD and ammonia removal of all
11 carriers and plotted in Figure 5-14. Here, the horizontal axis is a measure of COD performance
and the vertical axis is a measure of ammonia performance. The numerical values of these axes
are the relationship of a single carrier’s performance to the average. All of the carriers are
represented as points on the graph as a graphic of the carrier based on where it performed in relation
to the average of both COD and ammonia removal. All points above the horizontal red line
represent higher than average ammonia removal and all points below the horizontal red line
represent lower than average ammonia removal. Similarly, all points to the left of the vertical line
represent lower than average COD removal, while all points to the right of the vertical line
represent higher than average COD removal. This provides us with four possible zones that were
achieved based on the intersection of the two lines. The bottom, left zone represents all carriers
that had below average performance in both metrics. Conversely, the top, right zone represents all
carriers that had above average performance in both metrics. Finally, the top, left zone represents
carriers that had above average ammonia removal, but below average COD removal, while the
bottom, right zone represents carriers that had below average ammonia removal, but above average
COD removal. Different architectures fell into each zone based on the metrics previously used for
the batch study.
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Figure 5-14: Normalized ammonia removal vs. normalized COD removal
5.2.3 Biomass Quantification
After completing the batch study, the biomass present on each of the reactors was
quantified. This was quantified as a weight on a scale. This was measured both pre- and post-oven
drying. The pre-oven drying weights were defined as hydrated biomass, as water was not
evaporated, while the post-oven drying weights were defined as dry biomass, as water was
evaporated. Here, we were primarily interested in assessing the component of the biomass that was
not hydrated to gain insight into the amount of organic matter that was present in the biofilm, not
the water content of the biofilm. Therefore, the dry biomass for each of the carriers is presented
here in Figure 5-15. The hydrated biomass for each of the carriers is presented in Section 9, the
Appendix. The octet + simple cube, 0.4 mm geometry had the most biomass, with 2.5 g of biomass.
This was followed by the conventional carriers, with 1.6 g of biomass. Finally, all other carriers
followed this, as outlined in Figure 5-15. The carrier with the highest amount of biomass was the
octet + simple cube, 0.4 mm geometry, with 2.48 g of dried biomass. This was followed by the
conventional carriers, which had 1.64 g of dried biomass. The conventional carriers had more dried
biomass than the other 9 architected carriers.
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Figure 5-15: Dry biomass vs. surface area for all carriers. The top graph is representative of the
0.4 mm carriers, while the bottom graph is representative of the 0.6 mm carriers. The architected
carriers are represented by black squares, with a line of best fit plotted through them for
reference. The green dot on both graphs represents the conventional carriers.
After looking at the removal of COD and ammonia vs. time for each of the carriers, the
kinetics of the biofilms that formed on each of the carriers was assessed by fitting a first order
kinetic model to each of the carriers for both COD and ammonia. Using a first order kinetic
equation, ln[C]=-kt, where C is the concentration of either COD or ammonia in mg/L and t is the
time passed during the batch study in hours, the biofilm kinetics, k (hr-1) for each of the carriers
was determined (Figure 5-16). Ammonia removal occurred primarily during the first 10 hours
for most of the carriers. However, COD removal took longer in most cases, with the 22.5 hour
mark indicating near full removal. Because of this, COD kinetics rates were calculated for both
the first 10 hours of the study as well as the whole study. This allowed us to see how the kinetics
between the architectures compared initially, as well as how they compared over a longer time.
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Figure 5-16: Kinetics "k" values for each of the geometries based on performance during the
batch study. These values are calculated using a first order fit of kinetics reaction rates. a) k
values for COD removal for each of the geometries, using the whole duration of the batch study.
b) k values for COD removal for each of the geometries, using the first 10 hours of the batch
study only, the period in which the most measurements were taken and any suspended biomass
growth would still be minimal. c) k values for ammonia removal for each of the geometries,
using the first 10 hours of the batch study only. Ammonia concentration was near 0 at 22.5 hours
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when the next measurement after 10 hours was taken, but the actual time that ammonia
concentration went to zero is unknown.
5.3 Discussion
During the 1000 mg/L COD operational phase (Figure 5-5a), high COD removal was
achieved in all of the reactors. The removal patterns were similarly high between all of the reactors,
with some of the architected carriers possibly having a slight advantage over the conventional
carriers. These advantages were still within the standard deviations of the reactors. This high
removal was also seen during the 500 mg/L COD operational phase (Figure 5-6a). Similarly,
ammonia removal was very high in all carriers (Figure 5-5b). 10 of the reactors had ammonia
removal that was greater than 95%, with only the octet + simple cube, 0.6 mm geometry having
an ammonia removal that was 86.0% +/- 25.7%. Both COD and ammonia removal were high in
all reactors, suggesting that at high COD concentrations, the carriers are well-equipped to treat the
wastewater. Finally, optical density was also measured between all of the reactors (Figure 5-5c,
Figure 5-6b). With this metric serving as a surrogate measure for suspended biomass, a higher
value of optical density would correlate to a higher proportion of suspended biomass present in
the reactor. All reactors had high optical density, suggesting a high presence of suspended biomass.
The conditions of high COD and a relatively long HRT of approximately 2 days were favorable to
supporting suspended growth, and therefore limiting the need of the bacteria to form biofilms.
Additionally, the reactors were somewhat overdesigned for the size of the biofilm carriers, further
making conditions favorable to suspended biomass. This made it difficult to initially assess
differences in biofilm performance between the reactors. Therefore, conditions were modified to
promote more biofilm and less suspended biomass by reducing the HRT and the COD
concentration to 100 mg/L.
Finally, at a 100 mg/L COD concentration, COD (Figure 5-7), ammonia (Figure 5-8), and
optical density (Figure 5-9) were once again measured in a similar manner. At a lower COD
concentration all of the reactors experienced some loss in removal efficiency, with a smaller
fraction of the influent being treated. At a first glance, it appeared that the removal rates were
somewhat comparable between all of the geometries, and the error bars, represented as the standard
deviations of the individual samples, somewhat overlapping with one another. Aerobic,
heterotrophic, COD-removing bacteria are relatively quick growing compared to ammonia
removing bacteria (Rittman and McCarty, 2001c). Therefore, these bacteria are more likely to
benefit more from being present in both a suspended bacteria form and a biofilm. Due to the
presence of suspended bacteria in all reactors, even with more abundant biofilm during this phase,
COD performance less likely to be clearly influenced by the design of the carrier than ammonia
performance.
It was apparent that all reactors achieved near full ammonia removal at different points
during the operating period (Figure 5-8a). Therefore, this ammonia removal was assessed more
carefully by comparing it to the surface area available to the carrier (Figure 5-8b-c). When
comparing the conventional carriers to the architected carriers, it is apparent that 3 carriers, the
octahedron, 0.4 mm, the octet + simple cube, 0.4 mm, and the octet + simple cube, 0.6 mm, all
achieved faster ammonia removal than the conventional carriers did. What is also seen is that they
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achieved this much less surface area available on the carrier. The octahedron, 0.4 mm geometry in
particular had a surface area of about 155,000 mm2, compared to the 729,000 mm2 available to the
conventional carriers. This is approximately 21% the surface area of the conventional carriers.
This suggests that surface area may not be the most important design consideration when designing
biofilm carriers. Architecture seems to play a role in efficient treatment.
Additionally, the ammonia removal took much longer to reliably establish itself than the
COD removal, which was established throughout the study. Ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB)
require longer solids retention times (SRTs) to grow within a community because they have slower
specific growth rates when compared to heterotrophic bacteria (Rittmann and McCarty, 2001d).
Therefore, AOBs would be more likely to grow in the form of a biofilm because they would be
better-retained in the system. The time to establish near full removal (greater than 95%), appeared
to be inversely correlated to the available surface area, with larger available surface area seeming
to yield faster establishment of AOB populations that remove nearly all available ammonia. This
trend was seen in both 0.4 mm geometries and the 0.6 mm geometries. However, more research
would be needed before it can be concluded that there is a direct correlation between the two
variables. More geometries spanning a larger range of surface areas could be explored.
Additionally, while there does seem to be a trend, there is some scatter in the trend, making it
difficult to conclude definitively that the time to achieve full ammonia removal is correlated with
surface area.
Finally, the optical density was also explored for this phase (Figure 5-9). The conventional
carriers had the highest presence of suspended biomass compared to the architected carriers.
Additionally, the conventional carriers also had settled biomass consistently develop in the corners
of the reactor (Figure 5-10). This biomass was likely the result of biofilm growing on the
conventional carriers but then becoming detached and settling. Because removal of the reactor was
a function of both the suspended biomass and the biofilm’s removal capabilities, having a larger
presence of suspended biomass (conventional carriers) would likely mean less biofilm efficiency.
Several of the architected carriers yielded similar, if not higher, removal of both COD and
ammonia, with less suspended and settled biomass, suggesting higher biofilm efficiency. However,
it was impossible to directly measure the removal of just the biofilm in this study due to the
presence of the suspended bacteria. Therefore, a batch study was conducted to assess the
performance of the biofilm only.
The hydraulic retention times between the reactors fell into two categories (Table 5-2).
Specifically, the octahedron, 0.4 mm, octet + simple cube, 0.4 mm, and the conventional carriers
had an HRT that was shorter than those of the other architected carriers. Hydraulic retention time
is a variable that certainly affects the solids retention time of biomass in the system, as solids
recycling was not conducted in this study. Therefore, the SRT of suspended biomass was directly
dependent on the HRT of the system. However, when comparing the conventional carriers to just
the two architectures with similar HRTs, the same conclusions of this work still hold. COD
removal between the three phases of continuous operation were similar between the three cases.
In the 1000 mg/L case, where suspended biomass was present in all reactors in abundance,
ammonia removal was also similar. However, in the 100 mg/L case, where biofilm was apparent,
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the architected carriers were able to achieve near-full ammonia removal at a time sooner than the
conventional carriers, despite having less available surface area.
In the second batch study, COD and ammonia removal over time were analyzed (Figure
5-11). The batch study was conducted over a short time period to prevent the accumulation of
suspended biomass. The relatively stable performance of the control in both studies confirmed that
there was not an abundance of suspended growth during the short time scale of this study.
Additionally, in both the ammonia and COD removal plots, it can be seen that all of the architected
carriers outperformed the conventional carriers. In terms of COD removal, the body-centered cubic
+ simple cube, 0.4 mm was the most efficient. In terms of ammonia removal, the octahedron, 0.6
mm was the most efficient. While the conventional carriers had an overall surface area of 729,000
mm2, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm geometry had an overall surface area of
194,800 mm2, and the octahedron, 0.6 mm geometry had an overall surface area of 233,200 mm2.
The body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm geometry had a surface area that was 27% of the
conventional carriers, while the octahedron, 0.6 mm geometry had a surface area that was 32% of
the conventional carriers. Despite the fact that the architected carriers had much smaller surface
areas when compared to the conventional carriers, they were able to achieve much better biofilm
performance, suggesting that architecture is in fact an important design consideration when
designing a biofilm carrier. Not only did these carriers have surface areas that were smaller than
those of the conventional carriers, they did not even have the highest surface areas when compared
to the other architected carriers (Table 5-1).
After looking at the removal of COD and ammonia vs. time for each of the carriers, more
careful attention was given to the carriers’ removal characteristics over the first 10 hours. First,
COD removal was explored. Once again, it should be stressed that all of the architected carriers
had better COD removal than the conventional carriers (Figure 5-12). This was despite the fact
that the conventional carriers had a larger surface area available for growing biofilm than all of the
architected carriers. In fact, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm, the geometry that had
the best COD performance, had a surface area of about 194,800 mm 2, only 27% the total surface
area of the conventional carriers. When COD removal over 10 hours is normalized by the surface
area of the carriers, all of the architected carriers had more removal per unit surface area than the
conventional carriers did. Additionally, there did not seem to be a strong correlation between the
amount of COD removed per hour and surface area in any of the carriers, suggesting that surface
area may not be the only controlling parameter in the efficiency of the biomass. It seems that the
architecture of the geometries is in fact playing a role in biofilm performance in terms of COD
removal, with more efficient placement of struts yielding better biofilms than simply designing a
carrier with high surface area.
Ammonia removal was also assessed more carefully in a similar manner to COD removal.
Like COD removal, all of the architected carriers had better performance when compared to the
conventional carriers (Figure 5-13). The highest performing geometry, the octahedron, 0.6 mm,
had a surface area of 233,200 mm2, about 32% the surface area of the conventional carriers. Once
again, these removal values were normalized by surface area, and the conventional carriers had
the lowest ammonia removal per unit surface area. Like in the COD removal data, the ammonia
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removal data was not correlated with surface area. However, there did seem to be negative
relationship between ammonia removal and surface area. As surface area was increased, the
amount of ammonia removal in both the 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm graphs seemed to decline when
plotted against the surface area of the carrier. However, it should be noted that only 5 of each type
of geometry were studied and therefore it is still early to conclude that there is a direct correlation
between increasing surface area and reduced ammonia removal in architected carriers. It does seem
to warrant future evaluation. Additionally, when looking at ammonia removal per unit surface
area, it seems that geometries with less surface area were more efficient per unit surface area. This
finding does suggest that, as seen in the COD removal data, increased surface area did not equate
to better ammonia removal. The architecture of the strut configuration played a valuable role in
better-performing biofilm.
Both COD and ammonia removal are important to the operation of a wastewater treatment
plant. Additionally, many plants are tasked with removing other constituents that were not
explored in this study. However, with the two contaminants explored in our study, there is still
value in seeing how each carrier removed COD and ammonia in relation to the other 10 carrier
types. In Figure 5-14, the performance of each carrier, in terms of both COD (X-axis) and
ammonia (Y-axis) removal, was plotted in relation to the average COD and ammonia removal of
all 11 carriers (as indicated by the vertical and horizontal lines). The conventional carriers, as
already analyzed in previous figures, had the worst performance. Compared to the average COD
removal of all 11 carriers, the conventional carriers removed about 20% as much COD. Compared
to the average ammonia removal of all 11 carriers, the conventional carriers removed about 41%
as much ammonia. Geometries that are more to the right of this plot were better at removing COD
from the batch study, while geometries that are higher up on the plot were better at removing
ammonia. The top right corner was the most efficient region of the plot, with above average COD
and ammonia removal. The octet + simple cube, 0.6 mm, octahedron, 0.6 mm, and the bodycentered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm geometries were the most efficient geometries as they had
above average COD and ammonia removal.
In this study, architecture was partially explored. In terms of removal efficiency of biofilm
kinetics, topology was the main variable of exploration, and to a lesser extent, so was strut radius.
However, all of the geometries studied were periodic in nature, meaning that each carrier was
composed of only one topology. However, as seen in Figure 5-14, different topologies were better
suited to either COD or ammonia removal to varying degrees. It was seen in the batch study that
the carrier that achieved the highest COD removal was not the carrier that achieved the highest
ammonia removal. In the COD removal data, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm
geometry had the best performance, with 15.8 mg/L-hr COD removed, while in the ammonia
removal data, the octahedron, 0.6 mm geometry had the best performance, with 0.86 (mg/L-hr)-N
removed. There is no rule that the architectures have to be designed with only one topology. This
was done in this study only because it seemed the logical starting place. Additionally, there is also
no rule that all unit cells have to be the same size, or that the whole carrier has to be designed with
unit cells filling the whole volume. For example, were a carrier to be designed larger, tunnels
where there are no struts could be created that allow for wastewater to circulate through the carrier
and reach sections of the biofilm that otherwise may be diffusion limited. Concentrated areas of
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unit cells could be established for one type of removal and larger unit cells could be established
for other types of removal. However, in this study, only topology was explored, so future work
should involve a deeper exploration of how different architectural considerations affects biofilm
performance and structure.
After completing the batch study, the biofilm present on the carriers was quantified by
oven-drying and measuring the amount of dry biomass present (Figure 5-15). It appeared that the
dry biomass was positively correlated with surface area in both the 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm geometries.
This does suggest that increasing surface area seems to promote more biofilm formation. However,
this increased quantity of biofilm did not correlate with higher performing biofilms, with the
conventional carriers performing poorly in terms of COD and ammonia removal (Figure 5-11).
Additionally, we have seen that topologies like the simple cube and octahedron, which had lower
surface areas relative to the other carriers, had relatively high performing ammonia removal
(Figure 5-13). Therefore, it appears that carriers that are designed with high surface area do seem
to promote more biomass, but the architecture of the carrier seems to promote higher efficiency of
the biofilm.
The biofilm kinetics were estimated using first order reaction rates after the batch studies
were conducted (Figure 5-16). There was generally no pattern between surface area and the
kinetics found on the COD biofilm. Most of the geometries had relatively similar performance.
Over the whole study, the octet + simple cube, 0.6 mm seemed to have the highest kinetics.
However, when looking at the first 10 hours, during which the most measurements were taken,
the body-centered cubic + simple cube had the best kinetics. Because this geometry went to zero
COD during the first 10 hours, including more data after the fact, as was done in the graph
considering the whole study, skewed the kinetics of this biofilm to seem worse than they were.
The conventional carriers had the lowest biofilm kinetics, suggesting that they were less wellequipped to treat the COD than were the carriers. Additionally, the COD kinetics were similar
between the architectures over the whole batch study, suggesting that architecture may play less
of a role in COD removal.
Ammonia removal did seem to yield a difference between the architectures. The kinetics
values were generally highest in the simple cube, the octahedron, and the body-centered cubic +
simple cube architectures compared to the other architectures, and the conventional carriers. These
geometries had both the lowest surface area as well as the lowest coordination numbers, making
them the geometries with the most open space. The octahedron, 0.6 mm architecture had a kinetics,
k, value of 0.123 hr-1, compared to a value of 0.033 hr-1 for both the octet, 0.4 mm, and the octet,
0.6 mm. For the conventional carriers, this kinetics value was found to be even lower, at a value
of 0.027 hr-1, which was the lowest kinetics value for ammonia removal when compared to all of
the 3D printed, architected carriers. Generally, as surface area was increased on the carriers, the
carriers became less effective at removing ammonia. The coordination number, and subsequently
the number of struts present in an architecture, was also increased through increasing surface area.
It seemed that architectures that had more void space through less relative density and a lower
coordination number yielded biofilms with better ammonia removing kinetics.
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Ultimately, we were successful in proving our second hypothesis, which was that 3D
printing could be used to develop architected biofilm carriers that could achieve a biofilm that
yields better removal of ammonia and COD for use in a wastewater treatment setting. Additionally,
the communities of bacteria that formed on these carriers could achieve enhanced biofilm
performance beyond those of conventional, non-architected carriers. Under high COD operating
conditions, the architected carriers were capable of removing nearly all of the ammonia and COD
present in the wastewater. At lower COD operating conditions with less suspended biomass, we
saw improved times to achieve ammonia removal with carriers having less surface area available
when compared to conventional carriers. After more carefully assessing the performance of the
biofilms present on both the architected and conventional carriers, we saw that the architected
carriers had biofilms that could remove more COD and ammonia than the conventional carriers.
This was despite the fact that the conventional carriers had the most surface area available to them,
and that they had more biomass than most of the architected carriers. This meant that the
architected carriers yielded biofilms were more efficient than the conventional carriers in removing
COD and ammonia, both per unit surface area and per unit biomass. The architecture of the carriers
seemed to have more influence on the performance of the biofilms in a wastewater treatment
setting than did the surface area of the carrier alone.
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6. Biofilm Volume Quantification
Our first hypothesis was that different architectures would yield different biofilm structures
to form on different 3D-printed architected biofilm carriers. This means that different geometries
could yield different amounts of biofilm to form on the carrier. In Section 4 of this thesis, we
attempted to qualitatively assess the structures of the biofilms that formed on different
architectures. However, we could not quantify the biofilm accurately using this technique, as we
only had two-dimensional data. Subsequently, we assessed the treatment performance of the
biofilms that formed on the carriers in Section 5 of this thesis. Therefore, to quantitatively assess
the volume of the biofilm that formed
a)
on the 3D printed architectures, microCT technology was used. Micro-CT, or
micro computed tomography, uses Xrays to visualize an object in 3
dimensions. It is similar to the CT
b)
technology used in biological settings
like hospitals, but it can image objects
at a much smaller scale. This threedimensional rendering of physical
objects allowed us to be able to quantify
the biofilm volume that formed on our
3D printed architectures. Specifically,
micro-CT technology allowed us to test
our third research question: What effect
does the architecture of the biofilm
c)
carrier have on the structure of the
biofilm that develops on the architected
carriers?
6.1 Methods
To assess how biofilm structure
differed with the architecture of the
carrier, 10 carriers were 3D printed. The
same topology and strut radii
combinations were chosen as in the
Figure 6-1: Architectures used for Micro-CT study. a)
treatment performance study. However,
Example of one of the carriers used (Octahedron, 0.4 mm). b)
these
carriers
were
designed
Example of the holding racks used, with the carriers placed in
specifically such that they could fit into
the rack. c) The reactor that housed the carriers where biofilm
an In-Vivo X-Ray Microtomograph
would ultimately form on them.
(Bruker MicroCT SkySkan 1276,
located in the Life Sciences building at UMass Amherst). Therefore, to make these carriers fit into
the sample holder, they were designed with an 8 mm unit cell length, rather than the 10 mm unit
cell length used in the treatment studies (Section 5). The unit cell was repeated three times in
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length to provide three unit cells-worth of biofilm volumetric data. Each carrier was fitted with
two holding point at the ends of the carrier such that it could fit into a holding rack during the
biofilm growth stage. Therefore, two additional unit cells were provided at both ends of the three
main unit cells, such that the three central unit cells would not be affected by the edge holding
points (Figure 6-1). Table 6-1 provides a detailed overview of the geometric characteristics of the
carriers used in this study.
Table 6-1: Geometric characteristics of the carriers used in Micro-CT

Carrier
Simple Cube (0.4 mm)
Simple Cube (0.6 mm)
Octahedron (0.4 mm)
Octahedron (0.6 mm)
Body-Centered Cubic + Simple
Cube (0.4 mm)
Body-Centered Cubic + Simple
Cube (0.6 mm)
Octet (0.4 mm)
Octet (0.6 mm)
Octet + Simple Cube (0.4 mm)
Octet + Simple Cube (0.6 mm)

Abbreviation

Surface Area
of One Unit
Cell (mm2)

S-4
S-6
O-4
O-6

192.2
275.7
268.8
377.3

Solid
Volume of
One Unit
Cell (mm3)
60.0
108.6
34.1
76.8

B-4

401.2

84.8

11

B-6

601.9

190.7

11

OT-4
OT-6
OS-4
OS-6

536.2
721.1
791.9
1131.0

102.4
230.3
150.6
338.9

12
12
13.5
13.5

Coordination
Number
6
6
8
8

The X-ray microtomograph was capable of taking many X-ray images of the carriers with
biofilm on them, rendering these images into a 3D model, and quantifying the biofilm on each of
the carriers. This was achieved via the concept of back projection. Optical microscopy can only
provide two-dimensional information. Additionally, the method can only detect what is visible.
Therefore, objects that are obstructed can not be seen using optical microscopy. However, X-ray
scans use measured absorbance through objects to image objects. Differences in object density are
what is detected by this method, with denser objects absorbing more radiation. In a single scan,
one X-ray image from one vantage point is taken. This scan is taken in a conical orientation
(Figure 6-2c). In the scanning technique used in this study, this scanner is rotated after each scan
at a defined rotation angle, and many images are taken. Because the machine measures absorbance
and keeps track of the angular rotation where each scan is conducted, the images can be
reconstructed using the concept of back projection (Figure 6-2b). This can be accomplished using
a reconstruction software, which can relate the absorption and measured positions to volume and
intensity, allowing a 3D model of the original scan to be generated. Finally, because there is
overlap between the many X-ray scans, there is some blurriness that can occur around the objects
scanned. Therefore, the software is capable of applying a convolution (Figure 6-2a) that can
increase the contrast between the object that was scanned and the background (Bruker, 2017). A
more detailed description of how the software for the microtomograph was used during scanning
will be provided.
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Figure 6-2: Back projection, convolution, and object scanning. Retrieved from (Bruker, 2017).
a) Concept of how convolution can be applied to a back projection to improve contrast of
scanned model. b) Schematic of how back projection allows many views or scans of an object to
provide a 3D replication of the object. c) Schematic of how a scan is conducted at a single
rotation step.
Prior to beginning the growth of biofilm, each of the carriers was carefully measured with
a caliper. Each strut was serialized within a unit cell and all of the struts were measured. These
readings were then used to determine the surface area and volume of the three central unit cells,
which were the unit cells analyzed with the Micro-CT software. Some struts were impossible to
directly measure due to the fact that they were in the center of the geometry and were covered by
external struts. Therefore, it was assumed that these struts had diameters that were the average of
the readings obtained by the measurable struts. Details of the serialization structure used to
distinguish struts can be viewed in the appendix.
The goal of this study was to use this Micro-CT technology to assess the structure of the
biofilm that formed on the carriers, not to assess their treatment capacity. Therefore, all of the
carriers were placed in the same reactor. This reactor included two aquarium air pumps to ensure
excess of oxygen to the biofilms. COD was fed to the biofilms in the form of acetate, and was fed
via a synthetic media solution, as outlined in Table 6-2. This media solution was high in COD
(1000 mg/L) compared to the last phase of the continuous flow study. A total of 3 biofilm studies
were conducted, as described in Table 6-3. The first two were conducted under similar conditions,
where each biofilm was grown under batch conditions, with the solution being refreshed as COD
was depleted. The third biofilm study was a continuation of the second biofilm study, with further
growing time being given after the second scan via Micro-CT. The biofilms were inoculated using
50 mL of activated sludge from the Amherst wastewater treatment plant. After biofilms reached
the time outlined in Table 6-3, the reactor was transported from the Engineering Laboratory II at
UMass Amherst to the Life Sciences building.
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Table 6-2: Chemicals used throughout micro-CT study
Compound
Sodium Phosphate Dibasic Anhydrous
Potassium Phosphate Monobasic
Ammonium Chloride
Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate
Potassium Acetate
Trace Mineral Solution
Calcium Iron Solution

4 mM Phosphate
Buffer – Chemical
Concentration
0.14 g/L
0.21 g/L
0.05 g/L
0.025 g/L
1.65 g/L
1 mL/L
1 mL/L

Table 6-3: Descriptions of biofilms analyzed using Micro-CT

Biofilm Age (Days)
Number of Feedings
First or Second Biofilm

First Biofilm
Study
51
18
First

Time 1 - Second
Biofilm Study
46
18
Second

Time 2 - Second
Biofilm Study
69
21
Second

Each carrier was placed in the microtomograph so that its volume could be quantified. The
sample holder was capable of holding two carriers in it, so two carriers were scanned during a
single run. The sample holder was then inserted into the microtomograph machine and the door
was securely closed. A 0.25 mm Al filter was used during scanning, with a voltage of 55 kV and
a current of 72 µA. The exposure time was set to 370 ms. The overall resolution chosen was
1008x672, with a 26.1 µm exposure. These were chosen to balance having higher resolution while
maintaining reasonable scan times (~30 min), to allow the biofilms to be placed back in their
hydrated states. During scanning, X-rays were taken at 0.3° increments, with 2 scans taken at every
rotation step and averaged together during reconstruction.
After scanning was completed, the images were reconstructed into a 3D model using
NRecon, which is a part of the Bruker software package. First, the region of interest (ROI) was set
such that a little more than the three central unit cells were selected. The region of interest would
be refined further in the analysis software, CT-An. After selecting the region of interest, the lineup
was adjusted to ensure that the images lined up to prevent misalignment. Mismatching occurs
when the centerline of what is scanned by the X-ray camera does not line up exactly with the
virtual centerline of the object being scanned (Bruker, n.d.). Compensation can be added in the
software to realign parts of the volume that are mismatched. The software first calculated a default
value, then this value was adjusted as needed by previewing sections of the volume and ensuring
that the alignment was correct. The software was then run to reconstruct the X-ray scans into a
model of the specimen.
Once the 3D rendering was completed, CT-An was used to perform quantification on the
biofilm. The volume was quantified individually for each of the three unit cells of interest. As
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mentioned, the VOI selected in NRecon was refined further to include just one unit cell at a time.
This unit cell was selected from the outermost sections of struts that formed a unit cell of a topology
as outlined in Figure 4-2. For example, the unit cell selected of the simple cube includes all of the
struts defined by the simple cube topology. Therefore, two unit cells next to each other that share
a strut would have the shared strut selected in both analyses. Due to the hydrated state of the
biofilm, the bottom half of the carrier was left with more water than the top half. Therefore, only
the top half of the biofilm and carrier were selected for analysis, and the bottom half was
extrapolated by multiplying the obtained results by 2. The midpoint of each carrier was carefully
measured using the in-software measuring tool and was the boundary of the volume of interest
(VOI). This volume was then binarized using the software’s automatic thresholding capability.
This threshold was selected such that all of the biofilm-water mixture and the carrier were rendered
white and the background air was rendered black. Once the threshold was defined, the
morphometry feature was used to quantify the biofilm volume and surface area by quantifying the
3D characteristics about the white area. From this, volume and surface area characteristics were
used for further analyses. As this volume included both the biofilm and the carrier for just the top
half of the carrier, it was multiplied by 2 and the known carrier volume was subtracted from it.
After quantifying the results of the Micro-CT biofilm volume analyses, a principle
component analysis (PCA) was conducted using R software (R Core Team, 2019) to compare both
the results of the Micro-CT study and the results of the biofilm performance study to the geometric
characteristics of the carriers themselves. The variables used in this analysis, and their descriptions,
can be viewed in Table 6-4. Due to the limited number of variables that could be included in the
PCA, only the time 2, second biofilm Micro-CT scan data was included here. The PCA plot
provides two dimensions, which are composites of the variables inputted to the PCA. These
dimensions are selected by the software such that they account for the maximum amount of
variance in the data that could be explained by two dimensions. The closer the individual vectors
that correspond to each variable are to this circle, the more impact they have in explaining the
variance. However, the shorter these vectors are, and subsequently the further they are from the
circle, the less impact they have in explaining the variance. Any two vectors that have angles close
to 0° are positively related, while vectors that have angles of 180° are negatively related. Finally,
vectors with angles of 90° are not related to each other.
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Table 6-4: Variables used in the Principle Component Analysis and Their Meanings
Variable
Weight Biomass
Hydrated Biomass
Number of Struts
Cube Surface Area mm2
MicroCT mm3 Third
Scan
Relative Density
Strut Radius mm
COD Removed
Ammonia Removed
Max Distance Between
Nodes Struts

Meaning
Weight of biomass from after batch study, after oven drying (g)
Weight of biomass after batch study, before oven drying (g)
Number of struts in a cube carrier
Surface area of a cube carrier (mm2)
Volume of biofilm obtained in the third micro-CT study, per
unit cell (mm3)
Relative density of a cube carrier
Strut radius of either a cube or micro carrier
COD removed over 10 hours during the second batch study
Ammonia removed over 10 hours during the second batch study
Maximum distance between any two points of a geometry on the
cubes (measured from center of strut)

6.2 Results
After running micro-CT studies three times, the biofilm volume for each geometry was
quantified. This information can be viewed in Figure 6-3. Figure 6-3a depicts the volume data
for the first micro-CT scan, Figure 6-3b depicts the volume data for the second micro-CT scan,
and Figure 6-3c depicts the volume data for the third micro-CT scan. During the first two scans
of biofilm volume, the overall volume of biofilm that formed was relatively low. In the first biofilm
study, all geometries had a biofilm volume of less than 100 mm3, with overlap between error bars
and no real trend between the geometries. In time 1 of second biofilm study, there was more
biofilm present on the carriers, but there was still no visible trend between the geometries. Finally,
in time 2 of the second biofilm study, there was the most biofilm compared to the first two studies.
The geometries filled the unit cells with biofilm in this study. A trend was observed, that with
increasing the number of struts from topology to topology, the biofilm volume generally increased.
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Figure 6-3: Biofilm volume vs. geometry for all 3 micro-CT studies. a) First biofilm study. b)
Second biofilm study, time 1. c) Second biofilm study, time 2.
A more detailed view of the biofilm developed during the third micro-CT scan is shown in
Figure 6-4. In this figure, both the quantitative images exported from the microtomograph and the
qualitative volume analysis are presented. Images are provided from the simple cube, 0.4 mm, the
body-centered cubic + simple cube, 0.4 mm, and the octet + simple cube, 0.4 mm. These
geometries were selected for image selection because they span a spectrum of low to high amounts
of struts per unit cell and therefore, a spectrum of surface area as well. These images include screen
shots of the 3D models generated, as well as cross-sections throughout a single unit cell. The
quantitative information provided in this figure is a plot of biofilm volume per unit cell vs. the
surface area of one unit cell of the carrier.
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Figure 6-4: Biofilm volume vs. surface area for the third Micro-CT study. a) On the left side are
pictures of the 3D models generated. On the right are cross-sectional two-dimensional images of
the lattices taken at various positions throughout one unit cell. Note that as you move from the
top to the bottom of the pictures, the number of struts, and the surface area of the carrier,
increases. Also note that the geometries shown above are all the 0.4 mm geometries. b) A plot of
biofilm volume vs. surface area for the third micro-CT study. Averages represent the average of
3 unit cells, and error bars represent the standard deviations.
The principle component analysis that was conducted is depicted in Figure 6-5. The two
dimensions are shown are composites of the variables that were inputted into the plot. Dimension
1 accounts for 43.9% of the total variance, while dimension 2 accounts for 23.4% of the total
variance, with a total of 67.3% of the variance being explained by the two dimensions in this plot.
The circle overlay of the plot represents this 67.3% of explained variance.
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Figure 6-5: Principle component analysis relating biofilm performance, micro-CT, and carrier
properties
6.3 Discussion
In the first two biofilm volume scans, the biofilm that developed was similar when
compared to other geometries within the same scan. However, the second biofilm generally had
more biofilm volume form overall compared to the first biofilm. Each of these biofilms were grown
under similar conditions. They were each fed a total of 18 times, meaning that the mass of COD
provided to each of the biofilms was the same. The first biofilm was 5 days older than the second
biofilm. Therefore, with both biofilms being fed the same amount of times, the second biofilm had
an average of 0.39 feedings per day, compared to the first biofilm which had an average of 0.35
feedings per day. This could explain the added biofilm from the second biofilm to the first.
However, there were no distinct patterns of biofilm formation between the architectures, as the
biofilm volume was minimal on these architectures.
While the first two biofilm scans did not have a lot of biofilm formed, the third biofilm
scan did yield a higher biofilm volume. This biofilm was exposed to the most shear of the first two
scans, as it was subjected to shear when it was transferred to the Life Sciences building during the
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second scan, when it was transferred back to the Engineering Laboratory II, and when it was
transferred again to the Life Sciences building for the third scan. This shear exposure may have
led to the rise of a more shear-resistant biofilm. Additionally, this biofilm was also allowed to
grow for a longer duration with three more feedings, which may have also contributed to the
increase in biofilm volume obtained in this scan. The biofilm that was ultimately obtained in the
third scan was unique in that this biofilm seemed to conform to fill in most of the unit cells.
Additionally, a trend of increasing biofilm volume with increasing the number of struts in the
architecture was apparent. Therefore, this effect was further explored in Figure 6-4.
Biofilm in the third scan seemed to be positively correlated with the surface area of a single
unit cell (Figure 6-4). This increase in surface area is achieved by adding more struts to change a
topology from one type to another. The increasing trend of surface area was observed in both the
0.4 mm and 0.6 mm geometries. This increasing trend of biofilm volume as the number of struts
is increased can also be seen qualitatively in the same figure. Here, 3D models of the simple cube,
the body-centered cubic + simple cube, and the octet + simple cube topologies are shown. As you
move from the top to the bottom of these three models, which is the order of increasing number of
struts, the biofilm fills in the cubic space that it occupies more, as you move from top to bottom.
For example, the simple cube geometry has biofilm formed around the struts, but there are clear
holes that you can see through the structure with. As you move to the body-centered cubic + simple
cube geometry, there is more biofilm. The biofilm is still mostly present around the struts, but the
structure is now entirely filled with biofilm to the point that there are no holes. Finally, the octet +
simple cube geometry has the most biofilm. Not only are there no holes apparent in the structure,
but the whole cubic structure of the unit cells are filled in. Adding more struts to the geometry
seems to allow for higher connectivity within the architecture, which in turn provides more of a
scaffolding for biofilm to occupy the space. This suggests that the architecture does in fact
influence the biofilm’s structure as it ultimately forms on the carriers. Unlike the biofilms grown
during the treatment study in Section 5 of this thesis, these biofilms were grown in batch
conditions, meaning that these biofilms were not exposed to the same shear conditions as the flowthrough biofilms.
There was a diminishing effect of increasing biofilm volume with increasing the number
of struts. When the surface area is low, small increases in the surface area lead to large increases
in the biofilm volume. For example, in the 0.4 mm data, a relatively small increase in surface area
from 192 mm2 to 269 mm2 yielded an increase in biofilm volume from 121 mm3 to 425 mm3.
However, at larger surface areas, a relatively large increase in surface area from 269 mm2 to 791
mm2 yielded an increase in biofilm volume from 425 mm3 to 577 mm3. This was also seen in the
0.6 mm data. A relatively small increase in surface area from 276 mm2 to 377 mm2 yielded an
increase in biofilm volume from 139 mm3 to 375 mm3. However, an increase from 377 mm2 to
1130 mm2 yielded an increase in biofilm volume from 325 mm3 to 454 mm3. This may be due to
the diminished benefit that providing extra scaffolding gives once the existing scaffolding is
sufficient. If biofilm is already able to span the distance between two struts, adding a third strut in
between is unlikely to have a significant effect. Therefore, the architecture becomes very important
as the placement of the struts will lead to optimized biofilm volume without providing too many
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struts. It is important to design an architecture that is able to achieve both biofilm volume without
reducing the ability of the carrier to allow nutrients to diffuse through it.
It is also important to consider the fact that more biofilm volume does not directly equate
to more biofilm treatment. As seen in Section 5 of this text, biofilms with less surface area and
less overall biomass can still achieve highly effective biofilms. Biofilms can have different
volumes densities, and the conditions to which they are exposed all play a role in how efficient the
biofilm ultimately is at removal. To begin to bridge the gap between the two studies, a principle
component analysis was conducted that relates the variables of both the biofilm volume obtained
via micro-CT to the efficiency results obtained in the second biofilm performance study. This was
described in Figure 6-5. It should be noted that the variables given in this figure that pertain to the
geometries is based on the cubes, not the carriers used for the micro-CT studies. However, the
relative increase from one topology to another in these geometric parameters was similar for both
the cubes and the micro-CT carriers. The first relationship that was noticed is that the biofilm
volume obtained in the third micro-CT study was correlated with relative density, the surface area
of the cube, and the number of struts of the cube carrier. This is in agreement with what was seen
visually in Figure 6-4, as more support seemed to allow for more biofilm volume to form. Relative
density and surface area are both related to the number of struts with the latter having an increasing
effect on the former.
The ammonia removal achieved during the batch study seemed to correlate with the COD
removal achieved during the batch study, with high values of one leading to high values of the
other. However, it should be stressed that the vector length of the COD removal is very short,
meaning that it is not well represented by the other variables present. This is also in agreement
with what was seen in the treatment study, as COD removal was not correlated with the surface
area of the carrier (Figure 5-12). There also appears to be some correlation between ammonia
removal and both strut radius and distance between struts. This means that larger struts may yield
higher levels of ammonia removal. This also means that larger distances, or larger void spaces,
may also yield higher levels of ammonia removal. It should be noted however, that this correlation
was not as strong as that seen between biofilm volume and the number of struts. However, it was
seen in the treatment study that there was some relationship between ammonia removal and surface
area, with less surface area yielding higher levels of ammonia removal in the batch study.
Geometries with less overall struts, and therefore less carrier surface area, also had larger distances
between struts due to the fact that there was less uninterrupted space between two struts. This
relationship of better ammonia removal with lower surface area could be due to the fact that more
space was available between struts to allow for some form of diffusion of ammonia that the biofilm
could then remove. The relationship between ammonia removal and strut configuration seems to
warrant future study.
In addition to the positive relationships seen, there were also some inverse relationships
seen in the PCA. It seems that the distance between struts was negatively correlated with the
amount of hydrated biomass that formed on each of the cubes. This is logical. As the distance
between struts is small, biofilm is able to span the distance and attach to multiple struts without
collapsing. However, as this distance increases, it must reach some critical point beyond which the
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biofilm cannot bridge the gap, and the overall biofilm that would be able to form would be
diminished. The other inverse relationship that was seen was that strut radius and the amount of
dry biomass that formed were inversely correlated. This would suggest that geometries with
smaller strut radii tended to yield more biomass. This was also observed with biofilm volume in
the micro-CT study when biofilm was able to grow to a point where it occupied most of the unit
cell volume. The geometries with 0.4 mm strut radii had more biofilm volume per unit surface area
than the geometries with 0.6 mm strut radii.
In assessing the structure of the biofilm that formed on the architected carriers, we tasked
ourselves with using micro-CT to quantify the volume that formed on the biofilm carriers to see
what effect modifying the architecture had on these carriers. What we found was that the biofilm
volume that formed on a carrier was positively correlated with the number of struts present on an
architecture. This correlation was seen when biofilm volumes were large and the unit cells were
filled in. However, this effect became diminished as more struts were added. When geometries did
not have high connectivity, such as in the octahedron and the simple cube geometries, increasing
the surface area by adding struts had a large effect on the increase in biofilm volume. However, as
more struts were added, such as in geometries like the octet and the octet + simple cube, the
increase in struts only led to marginal increases in biofilm volume, as adding struts became
somewhat redundant. The observed trend was that adding more struts to an architecture increases
the ability of the geometry to act as a scaffold, which allows for more biofilm to retained in a given
volume. Ultimately, we were successful in achieving our goal of seeing patterns related to the
architecture of the biofilm carrier. This pattern was that more struts seem more equipped to retain
more biofilm volume as the magnitude of biofilm volume approaches that of occupying the whole
unit cell.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
The ultimate objective of this work was to explore the utility of using architected
geometries that could be designed by 3D printing to improve treatment performance of a biofilm
carrier. The open design space offered by 3D printing allowed us to explore the effect that
architecture had on biofilm performance and structure when used in a wastewater treatment plant.
To reach this objective, we tasked ourselves with 3 main goals, which were asked in the form of
research questions. The first of these questions was as to whether we could use 3D printing to
develop architected biofilm carriers that could achieve a higher performing biofilm carrier for use
in a wastewater treatment setting. The ultimate answer to this was yes. We were able to 3D print
several architectures that not only outperformed the conventional carriers in terms of COD
and ammonia removal, but they did so with less suspended biomass, as evidenced by the lower
optical density readings.
The second research question we tasked ourselves with was assessing how the biofilm
performance of the architected carriers could be better than those of the conventional carriers.
Ultimately, this was answered by conducting a batch study. This batch study allowed us to separate
the biofilm that formed directly on the carriers from any suspended biomass that may have also
formed in our reactors. We were able to determine that the biofilm formed on the architected
carriers was more efficient at removing both COD and ammonia than were the conventional
carriers. Additionally, we challenged the idea that maximizing surface area alone is the only way
to promote more efficient biofilms. More biofilm could be generated by increasing surface area,
but the architecture of the carrier ultimately affected how effective the biofilm was at performing
treatment.
Knowing that architecture played a role in the efficiency of the biofilm that formed on the
carrier, we tasked ourselves with our third research question, which was to what effect the
architecture has on the structure of the biofilm that develops on the architected carriers. Micro-CT
was used to answer this question. Biofilms were grown on a small-scale version of the architectures
used in the treatment study and analyzed for their volume retention. It was found that architectures
with increased strut connectivity seemed to be better at retaining biofilm volume. This
increased connectivity did become redundant after a point, with increases in surface area via
adding struts had only marginal effects on increasing biofilm volume.
These three research questions led us to our ultimate goal of using architecture to improve
biofilm carriers. Architecture does in fact seem to play a role in developing improved biofilm
carriers for use in a wastewater treatment setting. However, architecture was only explored to a
limited extent in this work. There are several areas upon which this work can be improved upon
and continued. In this work, the only cross-sectional shape of struts that was explored was a
circular cross-section. However, this cross-section could also be something else, such as a cross.
Continuing off this concept, corrugations could continue to be added to this cross until it forms a
rough, round shape with many ridges. This would allow for increased surface area on the carrier
itself, while also preserving the architectural designs of the topology. Additionally, while the size
of a unit cell was briefly explored qualitatively in the initial, optical microscopy study, its effects
on treatment capability and biofilm structure have yet to be explored. For example, it was observed
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that at the size of unit cells that we studied, biofilm is able conform to different architectures and
achieve different levels of treatment and biomass retention. However, if this unit cell were
increased to a larger size, such as a meter in length, width, and height, it is unknown what effect
the architecture might have on the biofilm. It would be important to explore what order of
magnitude, if any, does architecture no longer play a role in biofilm formation.
Future study should also involve further assessment of the ammonia removing capabilities
of the carriers. It was observed that the ammonia removed during the batch study was inversely
correlated with the surface area of the carrier, which was in itself a function of the architecture of
the carrier (i.e. how many struts were present in the architecture). However, only 5 data points
could be collected for each of the two strut sizes observed (0.4 mm and 0.6 mm). Future work
could involve growing biofilm for a fixed period of time under similar conditions and seeing if
this trend remains true. This could also be done by adding more architectures. Additionally, this
experiment did not give insight into the different microbial populations that developed on the
different architectures. Perhaps some carriers developed populations better suited to ammonia
removal, while others did not. Future work should involve assessment of these microbial
compositions. Additionally, ammonia is not the only contaminant that a wastewater treatment plant
must deal with. Future work should also assess other contaminants, such as nitrite and nitrate
removal, in addition to ammonia removal.
Finally, this study looked only at periodic architectures, where the same topology was
repeated to achieve a 3D printed cube. This was done to begin to assess which architectures were
best suited for use as a biofilm carrier. However, such a requirement as periodicity would be
imposing a limitation on the open design space that is offered by 3D printing. Future work should
most certainly explore the possibility of non-periodic biofilm carriers. It was determined in this
work that an architecture that is well suited for one type of biofilm characteristic, such as ammonia
removal, may not be best suited for another type of biofilm characteristic, such as COD removal.
More treatment variables exist beyond just these two explored in this study. An optimized biofilm
carrier architecture would likely involve designing a structure that has different architecture in
different sections of the carrier to promote different biofilm interactions to occur. Additionally, in
this work, the idea of exploring what happens in internal sections of the biofilm carrier was not
explored. The cubes that were designed were relatively small (9 cm x 9 cm x 9 cm). However, to
be useful in a wastewater treatment plant, much larger structures, or at least some configuration of
many smaller structures, would be needed to achieve and reach significant treatment objectives.
Our carriers were relatively small, possibly preventing the possibility that sections of the carrier
may become diffusion limited and therefore unable to conduct treatment in these sections.
However, a large carrier may become diffusion limited if substrate cannot reach the entire
architecture, making large sections of the architecture inefficient. Therefore, another potential
design consideration for exploration would be providing tunnels and access points for the
wastewater to reach all parts of the biofilm that forms on the carriers. As mentioned earlier, the
design freedom offered by 3D printing is enormous. Therefore, our work here has just begun to
scratch the surface of what may be possible.
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Using architecture to improve biofilm carriers is one avenue of achieving improved
wastewater treatment. Biofilm carriers themselves are one of many innovations that can be added
to an existing wastewater treatment plant. As described earlier, they offer several benefits over the
conventional activated sludge process alone, such as smaller volume requirements, lower hydraulic
retention times, less chance of bacteria washout due to heavy weather events, increased resilience
to changes in the environment, high biomass retention, high active biomass concentrations, and
lower sludge production (Wang et al., 2019). Because biofilms can offer potential benefits over
the conventional activated sludge process alone, improving the biofilm carrier can lead to a better
biofilm, making gains in treatment even more impressive. It is the hope of the authors that
improved biofilm carriers is one of many ways upon which wastewater treatment processes are
improved.
Finding cost-effective solutions to wastewater treatment problems is an emerging concern
that is unlikely to be going away on its own in recent years. With stricter wastewater treatment
regulations likely to come in future years, wastewater treatment plants are tasked with the goal of
improving their process to accommodate increased contaminants removal. However, these added
expectations often come with limited assistance being given to wastewater treatment plants to
achieve these goals. Therefore, wastewater treatment plants need to be able to accomplish more
effective treatment without added resources. It is unlikely that there will necessarily be one
solution to this problem, but rather a plethora of small solutions that each push the wastewater
treatment field further. Low-cost, high benefit solutions are going to be needed as we transition
further into the twenty-first century.
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9. Appendix

Figure 9-1: Strut Serialization of the Simple Cube Topology

Figure 9-2: Strut Serialization of the Octahedron Topology
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Figure 9-3: Strut Serialization of the Body-Centered Cubic + Simple Cube Topology

Figure 9-4: Strut Serialization of the Octet Topology
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Figure 9-5: Strut Serialization of the Octet + Simple Cube Topology
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Figure 9-6: Quantitative ImageJ Measurements Taken During the Preliminary Study
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Figure 9-7: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 1 unit cell,
0.2 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-8: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 1 unit cell,
0.4 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-9: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 1 unit cell,
0.8 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-10: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 1 unit cell,
1.0 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-11: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 2 unit cell,
0.1 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-12: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 2 unit cell,
0.2 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-13: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 2 unit cell,
0.3 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-14: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 2 unit cell,
0.4 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-15: 5 geometries used for growing biofilm over time. All geometries are the 2 unit cell,
0.5 mm version of the topologies. The topologies are, from top to bottom, the simple cube, the
octahedron, the body-centered cubic + simple cube, the octet, and the octet + simple cube. The
time images, from left to right, are day 3, day 14, and day 39. Note: the colors of the topologies
on the left side of the images correlates with the colors of results that will be shown of the
topologies in sections 5 and 6 of this thesis.
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Figure 9-16: First batch study: COD concentration vs. time. Biofilm was visually lacking during
this batch study, and therefore this study was not a good assessment of carriers with abundant
biofilm.
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Figure 9-17: Hydrated Biomass vs. Surface Area for the 0.4 mm Cubes
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Figure 9-18: Hydrated Biomass vs. Surface Area for the 0.6 mm Cubes

Figure 9-19: Hydrated biomass weight vs. dry biomass weight. Hydrated biomass is presented
on the vertical axis, while dry biomass is presented on the horizontal axis. The architected
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carriers are represented as black markers with a line of best fit connecting them. The top graph
represents the 0.4 mm carriers, while the bottom graph represents the 0.6 mm carriers.
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Figure 9-20: Dissolved Oxygen vs. Time Measured During the Second Batch Study
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Figure 9-21: pH vs. Time Measured During the Second Batch Study

Figure 9-22: Screenshot of Micro-CT CT-An Screen: Thresholding Window used During
Binarization
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Figure 9-23: Screenshot of Micro-CT CT-An Screen: Top Half of Geometry Selection. Image is
Binarized

Figure 9-24: Screenshot of Micro-CT CT-An Screen: Top Half of Geometry Selection. Volume
of Interest Selection

